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WHY REPAIR TV TUNERS?

CASTLE REPLACEMENTS
start at  , ,
Select by part number below. Write, phone or wire order.

No mailing ... no waiting ... no nonsense!

J

95

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS
Prefer to do it yourself?

STOCK
No. HEATERS

SHAFT
Min. Max.

I.F. OUTPUT
Snd. Pic. PRICE

CR6P Parallel 6.3v 134" 3" 41.25 45.75 8.95

Ths Castle replacement tuner, ore all equipped with memory fin
tuning and UHF position with plug input for UHF tuner. They come
complete with hardware and component kit to adapt for use in thou-
sands of popular TV receivers.

CR1S Series 600mA 134" 3" 41.25 45.75 9.50

CR9S Series 450mA 13/4" 3" 41.25 45.75 9.50

CR6XL Parallel 6.3v 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 10.45

'Supplied with moo. length selector shaft (measured from tuner front
apron to tip) ... you cut to suit.

CR1XL Series 600mA 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 11.00

CR9XL Series 450mA 21/2" 12" 41.25 45.75 11.00

tEXACT REPLACEMENTS Purchase outright ... no exchange needed. $1 5.95 ea.

Castle replacements made to fit exactly in place of original tuner. Available in the following popular numbers.

ADMIRAL

94E210 -I
94E210-3
94E227-2
94E228-1
94E229-4
94E229-8
94 D257 - 1
94 D257 - 7
940237-49
94E260 -8H
940260 -11
94E261-18
94E261 -IC
94E261 -1D
940261-4
940277-2
940273-4
940273-7
940273-8
94 0273-9
94C27 3-10
940273-13
94C27 3- IS
940281-1K
94C286 1 D

940286-10
94C286 13
94C286 -IL
940286-43
94C286 -
94C286. 12
94C286 - 16
64C281-1

CURTIS

MATHES

All
417

 A 38
A48
A050

7 A53-001
7A056-001

459-001

EMERSON 340042-1 LOPTT399Y
340052-1 LOPTT399YA

471351 34 0053-1 OPTT399YA
471512 340066-1 OPTT402
471515 340067-1 LOPT T402
471678 340069-1 CPTT403
471682 340078-1 OPTT4 04
471700 340078-2 OPTT4044

140053-2 CPTT405
OPTT414A

GE 340130-1

OPT T123C
OPTT1Z 3D
TT1334
TT133YA
LIT3074
RTT122A
CPT 7332A
CPTT33811
DC PT T33813
CMTT340A
CW0734015
TT 3488
MIT34134
V IT34813
VT134913
CPIT3508
CPTT356 TA
TT 361Y
OPTT361YB
CPI3366Y

110-17 CPTT366YD
110-24 OPTT366YD
110-25 NCPTT376YA
110-33 CPTT378YA
110- 38 NCPTT378YA

OPTT 385Y
OPTT385YA

MAGNAVOX OP TT 386 TA
OPTT388YA

340009.1 CPTT390YA
34 0010-1 OPTT 390Y B
34 0017.1 OPTT394
340038-1 SCPTT394
340040-1 AOPTT399

0186 X188
ET86X208 MOTOROLA
ET86X212
ET86X213
ET86X214
ET86X215
ET86X221
ET86X224
ET86X227
ET86X230
ET86X2 31
ET86X2 32
0786X236
ET86X242
ET86X244
ET86 X253
ET86X256
ET86X263
ET86X277
ET86X281

HEATHKIT

MUNTZ

PRO352- 1
PR 4364
PRO376
PR 9021
PR 9044
PR904 5
PR 9050
PR 9058

OLYMPIC

CL4692- 1
CLAZZO- 1
CL28874- 1
01.29554
CL29 566
0129650
C1.33579
CL33858
C L34190
CL34835
K24013USA-1C
050013USAH- 3

PHILCO

76-12405-4
76-13579-5
76-13579-7
76-13579-8
76-13579-9
76-1 3851 2
76-13871-1
76-13945-1

74-13955-1
76-13955-2
76-13955.5

RCA

KRK1034
K RK10 IC
KRK103F
K RK103L
KRK1044
KRK104C
080104F
KRK104L
KRK107A
KRK107B
KRK107C
K80107130
KRK107E
KRK107F
KRK108A
KRK108B
KRK108C
KRK106135
KRK108 E
KRK108F
KRK11313
KRK 11613
KRK118A
KRK118C
KRK11813

KRK123D
KRK124A4
KRK124U
KR/C127AA
KRK127AB
KRK12711
KRK 127BA
KRK 127E
K RKI 271.
KRK127T
KRK127U
KRK127W
KRK128413

K 01200

470V030H01 175.424 175-721 175-1113 MISC. INCLUDING
0001 3313C
KRKI3/D

47 OV049H01
470V14 9H01

175-426
175-431

175-722
175-731

175-1134
175-1135

PRIVATE LABELS

KRK1 331.1 47 OV151}101 175-454 175-732 175-1136 TAti2
470V 158D03 175-601 175-733 175-1137 TA124
470V161303 175-602 175.734 175.1138 TA129

SEARS 470V 188D01 175-604 175-735 175-1139 TA131
470V 1881302 175-621 175-736 175-1140 TA113

95.75 470V 190301 175-622 175-737 175-1141 TA136
95-141-0D 470V191001 175-640 175-738 175-1142 TA1 38
95-358-0 470V191D02 175-641 175-7 39 175-1141 TA147
95-437-0A 470V 191D03 175-642 175-740 175.1144 TA150
95-480-3B 175-643 175-741 175-1145 TA157
95-480-3D 175-644 175-742 175-1146 2561241-00213
95-481-3A ZENITH 175-645 175-743 175-1147
95-500-0A 175-646 175-744 175-1148 25A1241-00513
95.500-1A 175-167 175-647 175-745 175-1150 25A1241-0068
95- 500- 18 175-168 175-660 17 5-746 175-1151 25A1245-0050

175-170 175-661 175-747 175-1152 253.124 5-00613
175-201 175-662 175-748 175-1153 25/11245-009

SYLVANIA 175-202 175-663 175-750 175-1154 2541245-011
175-202A 175-666 175-751 175-1155 25/91246-001

54 11644 3 175-2034 175-667 175-752 175-1156 2541246.003
54-11702-1 175-204 175-668 175-753 175-1157 25A1246-004
54-17214-1 175-2044 175-669 175-754 175-1160 2541246-005A
54 -17436 -2 175-206 175-671 175-755 175-1161 25A1247-002
54-17436-3 175-212 175-680 175-756 175-1162 25A1249 -001A
54-17436-4 175-213 175-681 175-757 175-1163 2541249.001E
54-17436-5 175-214 175-682 175-758 175-1164 25,51251-001
54-17778-1 175.216 175-683 175-759 175-1165 25A1233-00113
54.23853-3 175-220 175-684 175-760 175-1166 25A125 3-001D
54-23857-2 175.222 175-685 175-761 175-1167 2541256-00 IC
54-78093-1 175.228 175-686 175-762 175-1168 25.91258-001A
54 - 88847 - 38 175-230 175-687 175-763 175-1169 2 SA 258-001C
54-89093-1 175-232 175-688 175-764 175-1170 2541263-001
54 -89720 -IA 175-254 175-689 175-1101 175-1172 2541264-001B
54-89720-3 175-256 175-690 175-1102 175-1175 25A1265- 001B
54-89840-2A 175-262 175 -1103 175-1176 25A1268-001
54.94689-3 175-264 175-708 175-1104 175-1177 2541270-001
54-97948-6 175-266 175-1105 175-1178 006-014700
54-97948-7 175-2611 175-711 175-1106 175-1179 006-015000

175-272 175-712 175-1108 006-015700
175-402 175-713 175-1118 006-016500

WESTING- 175-403 175-715 175-1119 006-017300
HOUSE 175-400 175-716 175-1120 006.017700

175-412 175-717 175-1121 006-018600
470V007H03 175-416 175-718 175-1122 006-020100
470V019HOS 175-410 175,19 175-1131 006-020900
470voi 96101 4, 175-720 175-1132 006-021000

' Supplied with new channel indicator skirt knob, original illuminated dial is not used.

tOVERHAUL SERVICE - All makes and models.

VHF or UHF tuner
TRANSISTOR tuner
COLOR tuner

(1960 or later) $9.95
$9.95
$9.95

Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors.
Dismantle tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in defec-
tive unit only.
Remove all accessories...or dismantling charge may apply.
Your tuner will be expertly overhauled , aligned to original
standards and warranted for 90 days.

® CUSTOM EXCHANGE REPLACEMENTS
When our inspection reveals that original tuner is unfit
for overhaul, we offer an exact replacement
If exact replacement is not available in our stock we
custom rebuild the original at the exchange price.
(Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

® PROFESSIONAL "CONTACT OVERHAUL" KIT
Do your own minor tuner over-
hauling by using this professional
kit of chemicals. Dealer Net $5.50

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5713 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III. 60645  Ph. 312-561-6354

EAST: 130-03 89th Rd., Richmond Hill, N.Y. 11418  Ph. 212-846-5300
... for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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jr_F=a rff
COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

DUMONT 1356 PHILCO-FORD 1358
Color TV Chassis 4K16 Color TV Chassis 20QT74

GENERAL ELECTRIC 1357 ZENITH 1355
Color TV Chassis N-2 TV Chassis 14838Z, 14839Z

MAGNAVOX 1359
TV Chassis T946 Series
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Schematic Diagram and
Top View of VHF Tuners
175-1105 and 1108
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION ZENITH PART NO.

C26A -4 yf electrolytic. 350v 22-2744
C26B-101.(f electrolytic, 400v _22-2744
C26C-20pf electrolytic, 25v 222744
C58A-200uf electrolytic, 25v 22-5268
C58B- 150 u f electrolytic, 350v 22-5268
C58C-100uf electrolytic, 350v 22-5268
R7 -voltage dependent resistor 63-5314
R10 -15K contrast control 63.6491
R11 -1M vol limit (141339Z) 63.7569
R13 -250K bright control 63.6489
R15-7500 buzz control 63-6489
R17 -1M vol control & switch 63.6349
R19 -1M, AGC 63.4833
R23 -750K vert hold control 63.7185
R24 -7M vert size control 63-6433
R25-varistor 63.7447
R26-6000 vert lin control 63-6488
74 -sound takeoff coil assembly S-74446
75-intercarrier coil assembly S-74445
76 -quad coil assembly wiring S-75409
77 -audio output ',former 95.2675
713-vert output )(former 95-2333
T9 -yoke 95.2899
710-horiz sweep )(former S-87025
71I -filament autotransformer 95.2560
L9 -line choke 95.2884
L10 -quad coil winding assembly S-74682
L11 -filter choke 95-1805
L12-horiz oscillator S-56877
L14 -width coil S-87006
AI -integrator 87-4
A2 -integrator 87.5
F1 -fuse. 1.8a (Pigtail) 136-65
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1356
DUMONT
Color TV Chassis
4K16

MAY  1971

RUN CHANGES
0 Poe, producfroo

SCHEMATIC NOTES.

yOiliCES SKIM INIRACKETS I I 741ENNIN1O201
S/CIALialACES vi7N007 BRACKEIS.IRE 100 00
SIGNAL liffillUVER SET MOWED UN! CHANNEL

WI LACES MEASURED 017N /701/ 4/WHITS ;cart.
ALL C00170.5101071101 RISI7100.

MLitt Pa GNAW INN 51771or Of camas

 MIT *WM 01 COOPS 0101117 0510111.
CrAsSIS rum

I Dill 101,111 00 m1151 Or "IS Saffo
ITS/Sill yaws vi 70%1 Cir11t701 Mills
711M0101111111155 MIMS! /11/CITES
$17 111111111 VII 2177-,,r 111115
Al? WW1 C11111117
TO FREW111 1040/11C IN CRITICAL SIKES . 0SE A 171,1/71
15MAIIIC It-51570117E100F ITS! PRONE

ELECTRONIC L7 rirVEMpfTECHNIC /DEALER /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

ITP4-4

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION DUMONT PART NO.

R258 --1M, volume control 970430
R301 -10K, adj sound reject control 754101.8
R315-7500, sound reject control 754101.3
R401 -60K, AGC control 75A1019
R468 -300K, vent lin control 970435
R474-1200, thermistor 61450-3
R475-67MA, 20v, VDR 61A511
R504 -1M, color killer control 970436
R523 -700K, blue background control 75A95-9
R615-1500, top blue horizontal control 75A64.7
R701-5000, color control 75A127-6
R703 -100K, vert hold control 75A134.6
8704-3.4M, vert size control 75496.20
R707 -1,100n, tint control 75A127-7
R708 -250K, bright control 75A134.5
R709 -250n. contrast control 75A134.4

R7I0-3.4M, master bright control 970449
R712 -1M, master screen control 754136.1
R714-3,9000, special 'him, 10% 970450
R724-VDR 61A46-13
R725 -2.8M, high voltage adjustment 970452
R728-100, vert centering control 76464.17
R7314 -200M focus rectifier module 970454
R73113 -40M focus rectifier module 970454
R732 -15M, focus control 970455
R745-3.80, thermistor 61A27-1
C7054-200 of, 350v electrolytic 970475
C7058-120 0 f, 350v electrolytic 970475
C706C-80 of, 350v electrolytic 970475
C7064-10 krf, 350v electrolytic 970476
C7068-20of, 200v electrolytic 970476
C706C-20 of, 200v electrolytic 970476
C7060-501,7 501 electrolytic 970476
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1;1fr
1451 me ,C52

0451

Ii 1434 17?00 Mow 111 2,110

1133
'NI

11

fir
1117
ISO

Illulf110 TT UT

1435
541

I HO /Off /1/04
-011-.-ro MO,

IL 1

L312
1000

CR1302 cm

1802 1000
45.7311110

7110130
fctg

SPELLER 221 1,114/.7
32010. 41

1017111

1011 1,Tr
T011170'

1471

1.401 -sound takeoff coil 7242874
L402 -quad coil 72A287-3
L502-bandpass coil 72A269.4
L702 -filter choke 74A18.62
L703-horiz oscillator coil 944268.4
T401 -sound IF xformer 724314-2
T501 -burst xformer 7242844
T503-bandpass input coil 724302.1
7701 -audio output xformer 970485
T702-vert output xformer 794106.5
T703 -power xformer 804104.4
7704-horiz output xformer 79A146.2
M701 -deflection yoke 94A377.6
0801 -transistor, AFT 574142.4
C8701 -circuit breaker 84417.11
DL701-delay line 72A217.3

deflection yoke 944377.6

PWS 500

1111E 1

Zif4
9511

1 I100FCSi7 ---E2T000

..70i3rAC OM 471 I

1

1
/0 171

I

cs44.77

I 1134 1541
T50131.f--+ I W.:

470 IS 271 L 1-4--14--°_',

Ics.,
T410

6X9
151 MO N55110

55014

\ IPS-1j
1738
5 11

;000721
VERT SIZ i Awl I

imi 341E0"vr
1137 1413 1431

LI211 270 11100

.I(
4700

RECT.
CR405

lit
f9153; 1000

1
IIY

720010

RECT
0.403 Ill

RECT. RECT.
CR404 cR406

C1103 11110 01406 Alf
PUT 1193152-1

F702 42611

10707
110" F701 .1101 11,0014117 IV I 1701

ms, *22 TINNED AMC

juk OXPE1 SIRE 01.100

intro roll i'111

*v.! .110.101 IC

910101.m14,07e4

3506

1475

6711112011

1g1110
illin

AUVOIUT I C
111181

9k IC COPPER 1110
FILE" 911.041011041501

II

1119rM
9.1 1,41.51.

00055 140Y-
120111

3500

e.Cc2CiriVOyL702

2000
190

2010

1.10
J703 P703.

SCICW LUG
"I ""

+212
0.3r

11461

6111

5%

0447
220 1_
5'/.

rx

4] VEAL.

VOL D

R1112

1104

449
E-=_

CAW

2R4632M21

r
2

1440
'NOV

HI-'

7011

DMA/

CR402

93868-I

4412
331

C411Sf

3

41 v

10 NON
RIS5X

0100

731V

M.V.

DA:J.
ft125
2 111EC

RT26
1201

--4-1010110/

0709
150
210 IH

0
0/24
Vol

R721

9151

1700

431
1001
21

C 11

6800.161

If ON .ovvev

0432

I

/11°6
431.5%

1126LU8
4"1"

VIII OUTPUT
vic58 XMOI,Tif4.007f

P

C Y0175 I
1147 No

1000 tar -

/I1443 3r 1
2111E0

gine" 1111

1151LIN os
11418

3°31'tm

6KD6
PION OUTPUT

5702

-70Y
2

70 Sir AC P0107

7704
110112.0UTPUT

0.0. TRANS.

00 107
01-1511AT

 10

C710

*Fyn
151

TO

1119
1

C7I2
JONI
3501

R469 I
71) TEN
101.7705

3311EC t

3 DF3
N V RUT
v703

12
I.

cco

POP

70 frill,

mow

1505
12A

1509
331
1111

1501
311

0503
.0151

c ;21111r2

4911

C521

1/26A F9 1512

1,f ILIII51 °SUR
5101.8

COLOR
KILLER - y

L511

1S17

.011111 111

5501 v302 V303 5504

1

1.522

1200

CMS

A
.02111

bri

4/26GH8A
001.011 111.111

55044
1538
5101

-0516
301 153

11570

6.111E0

GG

/0/1/ NOY

1702
VER1 OUTPUT

ILLE TAINS RED/181

ORC

011/11111

< 1116T

-0. -0. VIEll

L704 fp

-par DAMPER

1 5704

111/RED

0

VERT.

CENT.

:0721
:OM

1730
101

10 0 SOW
C715

T.051111

rvi
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A

B
x4

----c:
*

16A II

1

C _ _ _ _ J
D

11314

E
INS

GG

i 155/
ISS11504"1

23
11f, 4700

f c.anass V3, 6.1

6.512 r- ---"4- 2- - .
5,1..4,.7"

I' o-7(>1
.ef4r 56.6I !21Ii 14(1-±i

I 116
momL:-'2534

I

3.3311112 -A`-- "" L - _ Lo_ J

1/26X9
END MI MS IMP

IR Y50111

1515

211,31

C537
r

.0110

[T5 -3r

ON

15111,
L.51

931e.i can
ASC DIODE .0111,

T
1545

CR501
v

011
c542

3301
212*

TOR 1513

3.1

/512,

1513
120A1.6

6LE8
KNINVIATO1

Y502

150
220

p11/071

-sr

1/26GH8A
2.2

IM

10533 2543

T15119
111

1512..-

171.111

1515

9572
1511 ION

ANN,

9561
2101

1561

1001

1551 101

IT P5 -II
If

705,

C519
.0111

L505

179

544
4 1.5%

.L5 9

1/26AF9
END WINO /211

371,1.1,50 v

62.6

1541 I
15561211 ,4112

I( 
CR502

931342-1
VERTICAL

RUMS
9544

j62S4
I K

9744

K
1.51

121-

,0

110 lila/15.0/1 01.
ICK

GRIT NOVA' 3 ii
111-[ emt 1

TINT
.11 IMOMBESS 2: 821:0,

UNC

113 I3
5- 02I2 50$

TO Aft °

50181_:1II/ Cill=r- -:-Ill
17/2 NW

C729

14701
15000DERECTI01 YOKE 1661r 411. 111115

_La V45 liDL.

P704
rt.

PIN

VIED

515 TOTALS

Ilf

1544
INK

0567
221341

471

WI/ 40
8NED TEL/

%Di
15.3

BUT lACKGROUND

C511

RED IACKC1101100

1514

2.11111

P53/
0620

5601 1111

GREEN BACKGROUND

0517 66/61(
220u6

L518,2200

17101

17250 ja
CONTRAST

1E1

I

1011 IPTICE MCJ f JOSE 0/IN .0MT1
THY IS ItlY1017 MIS III
1410 11101014112/111.

18VBAP22

PIgNEL..
1 v207

1 7 I $ 

616E4 /JOY

ra TOMO All
111500

NM

110SY

it rtl/GN

1534
-

12111'1111:.:.14Sair

93 731

Aff,

"
11fY

/SOP 22

1110 /232°%1T:_."
345E6 NESS. -

BRIGHTNESSsiroTa
MA STR'

; C 576944 CAP

NOT

ASURI
1111

LAMAca

C1191 1711

I/0 DU
1177

"..fla /1/0/00,

root INV

1/15
171

0701
21

01
93111-1
BLANKING

DIODE

MASTER 111
SCREEN

M

11311 173(6

FOCUS ,011"6 2001C

A
up -a" To

SPIN co

ItET

IEL. ILI .-
1.60311\_ --

....;OLLIE COILS

34601 _ J I
C01211010 [f.LN L

1011 6551 3 1

(INCLUDES 11031.1 1 0
IIII17E/ 11.1.1(

ILO

MAO 4 r
L605.vo_ L603C_
1E0 COILS MEI

12111/11E0 5
'ED 0311E31

ONCJILUE

6111:1°

0705
PLUG

PIN 11(11
TEL

/01

0100

CR6Cli A

RECT 0,
M

220.21

I 0601

I
1114B1LUE011

I101111 AT. BLUE

© X01111

LEFT R -G VERT
760111

1611III
I PWS600

I

1a601e .cR60,c
RECT. RECT.

1603 1101

400,1,

510014 TMIOO Mt"
NV Of 0.211f-1

100
111

C) 0605

,50.1501

LEFT R -C HOW

1607
6 sits

056161.
6603 =ff.o_c)11-,

10
1.421

L602 RINI 47.11

C607 L60i How. HI' C104 ,2,15$g

onoRT.R-G VERT. iNVEN r MVOS II rol 301
dB= 1E51 LEVI/ WNW (of COIrTICEICE

BOT.

BLUE

WRIT

03M BOT.

117C.

611 VERT

ctot

11.101/1E1
AVON

11(O,YIr
ZMONAII
C011.75.

c:1100T

0127- C °": TOP0 72G

° °

k.1-2) 1113

1.

:61

500 20

5011

500

10014

ocm.

set4

TOP R -C
VERT.

0
1315 lw

TOP BLUE
ORII

OE

0 I

1(1

1101
6101 JAC(

DUMONT
Color TV Chassis
4K16

VHF TUNER 94C330-3 -1-1106*

6.104

11069 L1061

/4058 L105C

1104
2201

-L-1E )
LIMBIC'

4107
5/0/ 8082TED 0101 !WEN,

I I
110 It

lel /01 0512 1/1

T101
1 I

-1 I I

I {Cron 11306fti Ca'I I 1000

. i I I
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Ic.15ool
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I
11252 1256....., ...AN'
7 51 101

orss 44 32
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1
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571115 twes 13001 1115
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110

1000

1/2.6, 5,1_, .J 8
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J 8
001 E v,020 1101 L108
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Ns 12
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1106
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346 30012
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J151U

JACK
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1000

1301
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If 001111
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O

I
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6112
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CIO
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110 _L-7
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i30001
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11182AG 1
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I
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,1111211-H
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57B21- 2
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11151 ,058
591 J -I00

CR152
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11/51

1f0

1255
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-1-C757
I00195
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'--1(
IINT/11.11

CRAY

3900

1,260 111012_0L11.,1
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I

27K
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C256

72702
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Af 111 VIEW
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--1.1I

-1
1

1 OV ,

285V
73022

I

,CL:jr.iI

I loo I,
...

.c0,3.0ov591_

11
1

I j .4
I

.:y300,6 85%, 9

-

R 308 .111.310

1357
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis N-2

ELECTRONIC 2/175=',Za
MAY  1971
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION GENERAL ELECTRIC PART NO.

NEW SETS

C402C-5061. +100%-10%, 175v electrolytic EP3IX23
C4020-10061, +100%-10%, 250v electrolytic EP3 1 X23
C403A-200 j./ 1, +100%-10%, 350v electrolytic EP31X22

C219-24061, ±10%, 5kv, N2200 EP22X25 C4038-15061, +100%-10%. 175v electrolytic EP31X22
C402A-20061. +100%10%, 350v electrolytic EP3IX23 C403C-30 pf, +10096.10%, 350e electrolytic EP31X22
C40213-1000, +100%10%. 175v electrolytic EP3I X23 L152 -coil, IF xformer EP36X42

0407
.22

I THESE COMPONENTS RI96
ONLY ON CHASSIS' 22K
EQUIPPED WITH AFC

AFC
DEFEAT

I 5151

0142

1_1
II

L+22v

R353

`70543

C36 359
.001 .001

UHF TUNER I

C363
4

R355 C3

R351
1187

CR352

T.RI

1145

VHF
-1

LI35A TUNER

RI17
100 089

22

:;o!jt

R140 IC144
33 1520

IC146
27

1.151
47.25

L
TRAP

P143
82011

2001 46%&:71

11,524? 75MHZ
R.11
16K

Li 5 3

RI44 C147
1BOK 1.0022

TO PIN 12 - ,
84R11 +140V %tr

R147 285V
OK C140

-I-

1.001
T. P,

KIM

0351 .005
C357 AFC AMP

27

22K
T.001835220

T
C354

,C356
.001

--
I

R356 2,
C358

I -16V

R352 C3518.2K 12

R31 C357 L350

L - C364 4

F403
3 AMP

114 014 FAST DLO

34018
II.

R402
2/1.

R405 7W

DEGAUSS
COIL

F401
4 AMP
SLO PLO

L401

9402

Y401

+500V SOURCEDDIVIDER OUT OF 820V
BOOST CIRCUIT

+ 820V BOOST SOURCE
PIN 8 OF HVT

it+22V
SOURCE

R410 R404
2.411 130
IOW 514.1W

R403
270
3W

C403118

4-1 15061

C406+ C40211 '7"
.001 -1 ;St,
P411
111/K
IV/

C405
001

C401 -I(--. 1403 F402
40061 0.8 AMP
200V Y403 11311 SLOBLO

1.--.--e41----1-.-'..3 -FF285V,, C4024. C40 A. SOURCE
v-..1 Ica _Tim

t--- = --,

L-. SOURCE
Y203

C402C111' 5061
175V

+140V
SOURCE

11+120V
SOURCE

C404
.001 I

T401

-.4 II
VT

R401
-r_

140V

=

613 VII WO VP V9 VS
190E3 21LGE. 113L1.18 30116 641711 IICFII

12 12 1 I 12 3 4 12 I

0411

1.047

+28 5V
SOURCE

VI
2615

3

vz
41.18

4

63 V4 V6 V7
13ARII 8C1111 IOTIO 41.1.14

VHF C4I7 1416 C4I8

TUNER 1820 1820 1820

2

TO
V4A
PIN a

V 3A
1/2 9ARil
1ST IF

10

I -0617

IP

L157 -coil, 4.5MH7 trap w/core EP81X3
L159 -coil, delay line EP36X50
L201 -coil, horiz oscillator EP36X55
L302 -coil, quad EP36X52
L401 -line choke, 3.2.4.1MHz EP36X57
T201-xformer, horiz output EP77X8
T202-xformer, vert output EP64X10

DIAGRAMS T301-xformer, audio interstage EP36X34
T302-xformer, audio output EP64X8
T401-xformer, filament EP64X11
T501 -coils, chroma bandpass EP36X2
7502-xformer, chroma demodulator EP36X65
R241 -focus, voltage dropping EP14X30
R243 -47M, ±10%, 1.5w, 4kv carbon film EP14X1
R244-varistor, lma, ±15%1850v EP13X2
R246-varistor, Ima,115917/575,, EP13X3
R260-thermistor, 500K, +10%/25°C EP14X20

T.P.

3IXE

TI51 V36 T152 V4A
42.17 MH2 1/2 BARU 45 75 MHZ 1/2 8C(111

2NDIF
144V. zeov 3RD1F

12517

9

S'rj. 14701
P150

56
R148
220

22_

TOOK 514717

171;J_

looKT.c.1.522,

+ 285V

R 115 CI 77 81.0
Etik BOO 470

R165
470

R195
2 28

8165

T75

V152

18a

CITS

1N9144

2.6V
15V /  2V

25 V

C3I0

GC

V4B
1/2 BCItit
AUDIO IF

2.6v

V71: 85V

5

OV
L301 .8V

2
0302

10

%4

11301 C301
100

1.005 LW(

P160
478

0152
AGC

4

3

6 148V
12152
39

C153

J1320

C150

1.0022

PIM E

HVT

V54
PIN 8

+285v

V6A
1/2 IOTIO

AUDIO PET

7301

16302

4-140v

I
7

J

OV
2

C303

1.005

1/153
11I

1W

10 'h
1-7

0V

C154
820

410.
+ 28 5V

1103 1.2v

R154
120

R402-2, ±5%, 7w, 32, WW EP14X21
P406-thermistor, PCTR, 200 cold, 5K hot EP39X4
0151 -transistor, NPN, silicon, AFC amp EU15X1
0152 -transistor, NPN, silicon, AGC keyer EP15X7
0200 -transistor, NPN, silicon, sync amp EP15X3
0201 -transistor, horiz AFC EP15X7
0202 -transistor, horiz react EP15X9
0203 -transistor, horiz oscillator EP15X9
0204 -transistor, horiz driver EP15X10
0501 -transistor, NPN, silicon, burst amp EP15X5
0502 -transistor, NPN, silicon blanking drive EP15X9
P165 -control, AGC, 1K EP49X44
P171 -control, triple contrast, 500K, 20% EP49X59
P176 -control, triple brite, 2K, 20% EP49X59
P178 -control, triple, blue drive EP49X58
R179 control, triple, red drive EP49X58
P182 -control, triple, green drive EP49X58

C136-
390 _L

11156
220

RI 6

+14 OV

TO
0151

VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS ARE 20.000 OHM
PEP VOLT METER READINGS TAKEN WITH RESPECT

NORMAL s711611Era 777=E;samIPPAR.
1208. EA N mAY VARY 10% FROM.THOSE
SHOWN.

T

I

I
I1302

41

680
1.005

.070K

r-
41.25 MHZ4

TRAP

C 164 1
3i62

7153
45 MHZ

L154
150

L156
TON

Y150
1118?

Rie5
62

LASS, ISoP

LISP TDK

V54
PIN
10

C 501
100

R505 V7
4106

CHROMA AMP

I.5 001
280V

15

OV

WHERE ON -SIGNAL AND OFF -SIGNAL MEASURE- T.P 12502
MENTS DIFFER, OFF -SIGNAL VOLTAGE APPEARS Irr7r
IN ITALICS BELOW ON -SIGNAL VOLTAGE.
OFF -SIGNAL VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH ANTENNA
TERMINALS SHORTED TOGETHER.
ON -SIGNAL VOLTAGES AND WAVE SNIPES
TAKEN WITH NOISE FREE SIGNAL

VOLTAGE VARIES WITH CONTROL SETTING

x Y FROkek. y
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
01.000 M  1.000. 000
CAPACITORS MORE THAN ivout
CAPACITORS LESS THAN ina
RESISTORS ARE 1/2 wilt T

8304
470K

100V

/670si
e
2V ,

R303 J_C304 R305 "- -1 V4306 1 CON T

t-1.

-1-140v Tc.0340,8

Lt _ _ J '

C306
005

305
T 270

V68
172 ,0710

AUDIO OUT

0200
SYNC AMP 415v

8202
22K

203 2V
T P:or

0201
SYNC SEP

.70 I R j8C.)
R204

10V IC201
.524 Pay
R206

t<

C2

47K

0502
470

+140V

R181
3.3K

0200

T SO,

P236 -control, HV adjust, 350K EP49X48
P242 -control, 20M, focus adjust EP49X51
P254 -control, triple, vert hold, 500K, 30% EP49X59
R257 -control, dual, vert height, 1M EP49X45
P263 -control, vert lin, 100K, dual EP49X45
P309 -control, volume, 1M EP49X53
P511 -control, color, 500 0 EP49X54
R513 -control, tint, 2K EP49X55
R526 -control, dual, red balance, 2K EP49X594
P259 -control, dual, blue balance, 2K EP49X594
R539 control, triple, blue screen, 1M EP49X43
P542 -control, triple, red screen, 1M EP49X43
P543 -control, triple, green screen, 1M EP49X43

fuse, 4a slow -blow EP1OX7
fuse, 0.6a slow -blow EP1OX5
fuse, 3a fast -blow EPI0X4
yoke, deflection EP76X3

5.17.0.

LT ,R51

T.P urstii

.4.5

I CHROMA AMP
1ST VIDEO

R158 1751587

L158 11200
LI65 TOW.' io

CHROMA
AMP

_J
0152 01601. WO

K
RI3

2 C524
TINT ISO

1.1Y

110V

s I.7V

8201 3110
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PRODUCT SAFETY NOTICE
Product safety should be considered when a component replace-
ment is made in any area of a receiver. The shaded area of this sche-
matic diagram and the parts list designate components in which
safety can be of special significance. It is particularly recommended
that General Electric cataloged parts be used for component replace-
ment in the shaded areas of this schematic.

Use of substitute replacement parts which do not have the same
safety characteristics as recommended in factory service information
may shock, fire or other hazards.
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OSCILLOSCOPE WAVEFORM PATTERNS

These waveforms were taken with the receiver AGC control adjusted for an approximate peak -to -peak output of two volts
at the video detector, using an air signal. Do not reset AGC control when using color bar generator. All monochrome voltages
taken with average air signal and all chroma voltages taken with a color bar generator connected to the antenna input ter-
minals. The chroma peak -to -peak voltages were taken with the chroma control set for 0.3V peak -to -peak at center tap of chrome
control or M110 and the tint control set for proper color bars (approximately mid -range), all other controls set for normal view-
ing. The frequencies shown are those of the waveforms not the sweep rate of the oscilloscope. All voltages taken with a
wide band scope having a 5MHz bandwidth similar to B&K Model 1450. Line voltage 120V.
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0 2 VOLTS P'P,
60 HZ (MAX
CONTRAST)
M17

0 40 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ
M10

0 110 VOLTS P/P,
60 HZ
PiN 2,6,7 V41

03 45 VOLTS P/P.
45,750 HZ
PIN 1 V42

@ 0.1 VOLTS P/P,
± .05 15,750 HZ
Q96 BASE

17 VOLTS P'P,
(C HROMA)
70V. P/P, (SYNC)
M125

O 2 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ
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C ONTRASTI
M17

13 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ
M11

0 10 VOLTS P/P,
60 HZ
PIN 9 V41

0 150 VOLTS P/P,
15,760 112
PIN 2 V42

5.5 VOLTS P/P,
15,750 HZ
M103

@ 50 VOLTS P/P
(CHROMA)
70V. P/P, (SYNC)
M113

0 4.2 VOLTS P/P.
15,750 HZ
093 COLL.

6.6O VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ
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O 1KV VOLTS P/P,
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200 VOLTS P/P,
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M46. OR PIN 4 V41
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15,150 HZ
PIN 6 V42
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15,750 HZ
0102 BASE
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ICHROMAI
25V. P/P, (SYNC)
R160, R173
PiN 7 V91

LINE VOLTAGE - 120 VAC
AIR SIGNAL - FOR MONOCHROME SIGNALS
COLOR BAR GEN. - B&K 1245 - FOR COLOR SIGNALS
ACTIVE FILTER AT 20 VDC
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15.750 HZ
PIN 2 V92

0 50 VOLTS P/P.
15,750 HZ
M49

0 12 VOLTS P/P,
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D41. D42

a 200 VOLTS P/P,
16,7130 HZ
M61

0.-.41
7 VOLTS P' P.
15,750 HZ
0100 COLL.

3® 0.7 VOLTS P P,
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095 EMIT.

80v. P/P, (cont.
at point of start
of sync corn -
press ion) 15,750
HZ Pin 7 V92

0 50 VOLTS P'P.
60 HZ
M49

0 16 VOLTS P/P,
15.750 HZ
D41 TOP END
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1....LluP LE Li
V200 PLATE
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VIEW OF
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VIEW 34
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PIN 7 V92
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PIN 10 V41
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M126
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PHI LCO-FORD
Color TV Chassis
20QT74
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TRANSISTOR FUNCTION E B C

Q1 1ST V.I.F. 1.7 2.6 14.6

Q2 2ND V.I.F. 2.7 3.3 12.8
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1
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4. 100V P/P

13V P/P V
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16. 1100V P/P 13.
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H
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION MAGNAVOX PART NO.

LI-sound take -off coil 3613441
L2 -sound interstage xformer 361369.1
L3-quadrature coil 360847-2
L6-4I.25MHz trap coil 361381-1
L16-4.5MHz trap coil 360851-1
L21 -filter choke 320367-1
71 -audio output xformer 3203681
T2-vert output xformer 320369-1
T3-horiz output xformer 361373-1

deflection yoke 361377-1
Cl-silver mica, 200pf, 20%, 500v 250366-537
C77-2000 f. 200v, 400/40yf, 175v electrolytic .270099-12
R62-thermistor 230130-2
R92-4.7, 10%, fusible 240098-1

R9 -volume, w/switch, 1M (used in T946-01,04,05) 220247-7008

FRONT

CRI
MEGVSgRs LI

3,04r.
J

INPUT
'

25 NEG. L2
CR2

REAR

LI
LT

R9 -volume, w/switch, 1M (used in T946-02,03.06) . 220260-16
R31 -contrast, 6000 (used in T946-06( 220255-11
R31 -contrast, 600n (used in T946-02.03) 2202558
R31 -contrast. 6000 (used in T946-01,04.051 220251-1
R38 -bright, 200K (used in 7946-06) 220255-10
R38 -bright. 200K (used in T946-01.04.05) 220251-2
R38 -bright, 200K (used in T946-02,03) . 220255-7
R60 vert linearity, 3.5M 220251-5
R68 -height 2M ........ . . . . . . . . 220251-3
R73-vert hold, 1M (used in T946-01,02.03,04.05) 220251-3
R73 vert hold, 1M (used in T946-06( 220255-9
R86 volume limiter, 2M(used in T946-04) 220258-1
R87 width, 50 220167-28
VDRI-varistor 230167-2
PC1-packaged circuit 250377-1

VHF tuner (non -remote units) 340168-1
UHF tuner (remote unit) 340189-1
circuit breaker 1807237003
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

TUNER REPAIR -4110

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nLvistors
are charged at cost.

Fast efficient service at our fou' con-
veniently located service centers.

1 year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.
SARKES TARZIAN, INC.

All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

-

TUNER REPLACEMENT

Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. for :his purpose.

The price is the same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mA
Series 600 mA

All shafts have the same length of 12".
Characteristics are:

Memory Fine Tuning
UHF Plug In
Universal Mounting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise

MIDWESTMIDWEST
EAST

SOUTH-EAST.
WEST

If you p'efer we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send in original tuner for comparison pur-
poses to our office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST.. Indianapolis. Indiana
,Home Othce

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey

938 GORDON ST.. S. W.. Atlanta. Georgia

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD.. North Hollywood, California

... for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card

TEL: 317-632-3493

TEL: 201-792-3730

TEL: 404-758-2232

. . TEL: 213-769-2720
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This month's cover shows RCA's new 4BG69 Permacolor Antenna, one of the largest
consumer color -TV antennas ever made. It is designed to produce exceptionally sharp
pictures in fringe areas where small antennas are ineffective. The photo was supplied
through the courtesy of RCA Parts and Accessories, Deptford, N.J.
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Keep electronic components handy with
Mallobin' Benchtop Organizers. Each Mallobin
contains a popular assortment of electronic
components in a s:ack3ble, interlocking plastic
case. Fifteen partitioned drawers keep parts
neat. And each drav,er is color coded and
labeled for quick IDcat on of the part you want.

MALLORY!

Batteries

Mr OM WV II

Capacitors

Mallobins ccrre with selected components in-
cluding all types of fixed capacitors MOL and
wire -wound rEsistors. carbon and wire -wound
controls. In acdition -o regular Mallobins, cus-
tom assortments are available.
Ask your Mallory dist-ibutor for Mallobin prices
and details today.

MALLORY DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
/n 4,1 P. IL & CO. INC'.

Box 15158. Indianapolis, Indiana 1(1'00 1', lc pl

Czssette Tapes Controls Resistors

'317(333"-353

Semiconductors  Sonalerto  Switches  Timers. Vitiators

. . . for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card
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RCAs PS Warranty Program
is at your service.

Just because we were #1 in 1970 color TV sales to consumers doesn't mean we've forgotten you today.
We created "PS", a warranty program which backs you up as well as every AccuColor' TV PS means
Profitable Servicing for two reasons: First, because AccuColor owners can  RII"

1111111 11

select any service agency they want. And, second, because RCA pays your
1,11going rate for warranty service rendered. Sound good? For details, read on. 11111111111,11111

Racrese SansiwmAi. Sae, P.0 t.
Fun., Satstactcn PrIcare Saes PJcnr., .

PurcneserSItstx1.51 SOK ,thast- St .4

RKINISe4 S.VeSVICIGO POIANV Saes R.orx 5.3.6trton
Pumase, SatAancr POMO Saes=rn racnul... .Sanstrnm

RCA
PURCHASER SATISFACTION
PROGRAM

CTICPffl

RCA's Symbol of AccuColor Parts and Labor Basic Warranty Provisions. For one full year from the date of purchase. RCA
Gorporation warrants to the first retail purchaser that it will pay all labor charges for repair of defects in 100%

Purchaser solid state AccuColor models (90 days on AccuColor models with "New vista" chassis) and will make avail -

Satisfaction. able replacements for any defective parts. (If the picture tube becomes defective within two years, it will be
exchanged for a rebuilt picture tube ) On portable models RCA will make available replacements for defective

parts and pay labor charges only on a "carry -in" basis; transportation to and from the service agency is the purchaser's responsibility Installation and set-up,
foreign use. antenna systems, and adjustment of customer controls are not included. To obtain warranty benefits, contact your RCA dealer or the service
agency of your choice with your Warranty Registration Card.

For a copy of the PS booklet which covers all of our products, and the name of your field representative,
write RCA Sales Corporation, Dept. 634, 600 N. Sherman Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46201.

... for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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EDITORIAL

A Return to Better Times
During the past year we have printed a number of feature articles and Editor's Memos
concerned with the bad economic trends that we were either about to experience or
beginning to feel. Our publication emphasized the fact that when fewer new consumer products
are purchased, there is a greater demand for servicing the old ones-any decrease in
sales revenue being compensated for by an increase in revenue from repairs.

As you know, there were several factors that contributed to this temporary economic situation.
Not only were interest rates rising (up to 81/2 percent for GI and FHA home loans, and even
higher for many other types of loans), corresponding cutbacks in federal spending were
costing the jobs of many men and women involved in government contract work. Resulting
public pessimism produced a marked decline in the stock market and renewed interest in
the security and high earnings that could be had in savings accounts-as opposed to the desire
for purchasing that new hi-fi set, color -TV set, etc., as planned.

Although government spending has not again reached its previous extravagant levels, most
manufacturers that were forced to readjust to fewer government contracts have now completed
the task of tightening their belts and are not laying off any more personnel. Having
readjusted to this "peace time" market, some companies have found that there really is
more business than anticipated, with some personnel bemg reemployed. Many employees not
rehired have now had time to either secure better paying jobs, or at least adequately paying
jobs for the time being. Even some of those still unemployed are getting tired of going without
and are using a small portion of their unemployment checks to purchase that new phonograph
or TV set.

Today's American consumer is just too accustomed to chat at one time would have been
considered luxuries. He may be frightened into "pinching pennies" for six to nine months,
but then the strain becomes just too much-he feels that he simply must have that new
FM radio, tape recorder or whatever-budgets can be considered some other day.

Good or bad, this is a reality, a new way of life in this country. A phobia for "keeping up
with the Jones'." Maybe it has reached a point of being a sickness that government is
unable to cure in a democracy such as ours. Or, maybe it is something entirely different-
an example of the complete faith that the people in our country have in both our government
and the free enterprise system. A healthy byproduct of the dynamic "American Incentive"
for turning misfortune into good fortune.

Although we complain of a little more government "red tape" than we were faced with a
decade or so ago, we can still be proud of the fact that we experience more economic
freedom than can be had in any other country in the world. Although this extreme freedom
might seem risky and even foolhardy to those accustomed to the government control prevalent
in foreign countries, time has proven them wrong. Our freedom has permitted great
economic flexibility. We are free to rapidly self -adjust as economic conditions change-
not being hampered by the muddled machinery of some bureaucracy of mutually
acclaimed experts.

Open those shutters and breathe in that fresh air! Listen as the merry tune of those ringing
cash registers grows louder. The recession is ending! Now is the time to get out there and sell!

Within the next few weeks, our electronic industry will be holding its NEW Show in Bal
Harbour, Fla. In this issue, Scotty Wallace's Publisher's Memo introduces a preview to that
show-where the industry will be displaying the many new products that will assist you
in refilling your cash boxes.
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LETTERS
Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

Who Made That Probe?
Judging by the number of inquiries

both you and we are receiving, it
might be useful if we could let your
readers know clearly that the three -

tip probe that is so useful in trouble-
shooting transistor sets, as described in
your November, 1970, issue of ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, is the B
& K probe FP -1.

These are available at all B & K dis-
tributors.

We hope that your readers will find
these as useful as the author did when
he unsolicitedly wrote that fine article.

Leaving out the manufacturer's
name removed the element of com-
mercialism, but on the other hand it
denied many of your readers an easy

..001111111111101111111m.,

MINI11111111111111111MM1
11111111111MMEM
1111111M11111111111MI111MMEMMIIN

Two new B&K digitals that don't
stand a chance of a ghost.

Ghosts, blurs, wiggles, jitters... whatever
you call them, you won't get them with our
two new digital color generators. You
can converge, install or trouble -shoot color
TV's quickly and accurately. Because these
two units employ totally new concepts that
take the trouble out of trouble -shooting.

Integrated circuit flip-flops perform all
binary counting functions. Just no way they
can jump a count. Result: Crisp, clean,
stable test patterns.

And all IC's (nine of them) and transistors
are silicon devices, which means they can
withstand severe weather changes with no
effect on performance.

The 1243 is a basic 6 pattern color
generator. The deluxe 1246 has nine
patterns, three more than the 1243, and

(Ask your distributor
or write us for

complete catalog)

1. B&K Model
1246 Color
Generator
$149.95

2. B&K Model
1243 Color
Generator

$99.95

also features a 41/2 MHz sound carrier,
crystal controlled RF for channels 3 and
4, gun killers, and comes with its own
instant -use case.

All the accuracy and reliability of a
computer in these compact units, and
they're guaranteed to be maintenance free,
making your job a lot easier.

So don't get a CBG that may come back
to haunt you. Get one of B&K's new digital
generators: They don't have a chance of
a ghost.

Products of
TNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. Bello Plaine
Chicago. Illinois 80813

The new standard of stability

way to follow up on its purchase if
they so desired.

Hopefully, this letter will clear this
matter up.

Keep up the good work!
HAROLD J. SCHULMAN

EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT
DYNASCAN CORP.

As Harold indicated, we did receive
quite a number of letters-that were
forwarded to B & K-asking who
manufactured the probe described in
the article, "Test Probe Leaves One
Hand Free in Three -Handed Job." Ed.

Diversification Pays Off
In response to Joseph Humphries'

letter in the March issue of ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/ DEALER, I would
like to say that in the field of electron-
ics there never was a time when any
one person could service everything.
Progress has proceeded so rapidly in
this line that there is still no one that
can cover it alone.

In Mr. Humphries' letter, he does
not give the radio -TV serviceman a
technical rating. With the radios, stereo
components and color -TV sets out to-
day, I believe his rating is equal to that
of any other technicians-electronic
or mechanical.

As for sticking to what you know,
anyone that has lived through the de-
pression knows that it is good to have
your hand in more than one trade.
You answered the letter well, though I
worked the problem out in a different
manner. During the summer months,
when radio -TV servicing slows down,
I sharpen lawnmowers and saws on
homemade machines. I must be doing
the job well since the same customers
return with more work.

I suppose that when Mr. Humphries
breaks a shaft off some tool, he sends
it to the manufacturer for repairs. I
take it to my cellar and either weld it
together or turn out a new piece in my
small South Bend lathe.

PETER LEGON
Although some electronic techni-

cians may consider it beneath their
professional dignity to branch out into
other fields, in certain market areas it
is an economic necessity. Pride will
not pay your bills. What is most im-
portant is that you have enough self-
respect to do the best job you can-
whether it is in repairing defective
electronic equipment or sharpening
lawnmowers. Ed.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.

Please enclose a complete address label

from one of your recent issues.

. . . for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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SERVIC technicians know that Color TV repair demands more
time and effort. That's why Sprague strives to simplify Color TV capacitor selection.

COLO TV capacitors by Sprague come in the exact rat-
ings reqJired to meet the exacting requirements of Color TV.

service becomes more demarding as Color TV keeps ex-
panding. That's why exact capacitor ratings are important. They
help you to -estore original set performance.

EASIE selection of replacement ca-
pacitors for Color TV is assured when you look to the broad
Sprague line. You'll get the capacitor you need-when you
need it-every time.

Just off the press! See your Sprague Distributor
for a free copy of our new 44 -page K-110 Twist-Lok'
and Print-LoV Capacitor Replacement Manual, or
write to: Sprague Products Company, 65 Marshall St.,
North Adams, Mass. 01247

THE BROAD -LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

... for more details circle 132 on Reader Servics Card
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AUTOMATI

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE

INSTALLATION COSTS
. . . without cutting into insulation!
SAFE! Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

No. T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.

BELL,
TELEPHONE,

THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR

ALARM
and other low
voltage wiring.

Uses T-18
staples with 3/16" round crown

in 3/8" leg length only.

No. T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.
Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. T-18.

Also used for
RADIANT

HEAT WIRE

Uses T-25 staples
with 1/4" round crown in 9/32", -
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.,''

T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.

No. T -75 ---Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.

RADIANT HEAT-, CABLE,,,
OF CABLE,

WIRE CONDUIT
COPPER TUBING
or any non-metallic

sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.

Uses 1-75 staples with 1/2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and

7/8" leg lengthy

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort on every type of wire or cable fasten-
ing job. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel
working parts are your assurance of maximum
long -life service and trouble -free performance.

Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer
or write for further details.

)1222"2=1:11=2:12W.
Saddle Brook. New Jersey 07863

"Pioneers and Pacesetters
For Almost A Half Century"

READERS' AID
Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

Needs Manual
I have recently come into possession

of an Oscilloscope, Model 300, made
by Precise Development Corp. I need
a schematic, operator's manual or any
information I can find about it. I will
gladly pay for a schematic or copy and
return material if requested.

WILLIAM PERRY
Electronicus
3533 S.E. 6th St.
Renton, Wash. 98055

Because of the numerous requests
that have come across our desks, we
are asking help in locating a source of
information for any or all instruments
that were manufactured by Precise
Development Corp. If anyone can sup-
ply us with this information we will
be more than happy to pass this infor-
mation along to you, the readers. Ed.

I have a Precise Oscilloscope, Mod-
el No. 300, Serial No. B-3509. I am in
need of an operating manual and sche-
matics for this scope. If anyone has
this information, please contact me.

RONNIE DAY
1326 Broadway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45210

I am willing to pay for a manual cov-
ering the operation and recalibration
of the Universal Power Bridge, Model
650 B, S/N 1077, manufactured by
the Polytechnic Research & Develop-
ment Co., which is no longer in busi-
ness.

HOWARD ADAMS
630 N.E. 50th St.
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105

I am in need of an operator's man-
ual for a Dumont 5 -in Oscilloscope,
Model 303-A.

ALAN C. JACQUES
201 Timber Lane
LaGrange Park, Ill. 60525

I have a 3 -in. general-purpose bench
scope J am trying to put into service.
It was bought from an Army Surplus
Depot and bears no manufacturer's
name that I can find. It is a Model
OS -34/ USM-32 and the chassis plate
reads: NO BSR 52688, 1508 CDU.
Can anyone possibly give a hand in

locating a manual or at least a sche-
matic for this unit?

THOMAS M. KING
P.O. Box 24
Wellington, Ohio 44090

Needs Address
Can someone supply me with the

name and address of a company that
makes the Phoneking telephone an-
swering and recording device?

R. C. DIEHL
3723 Woodruff Avenue
Oakland, Calif. 94602

Needs Old Tubes
Where can I buy old vacuum tubes?

The tubes I need are 1232, 6A8G,
6K7G and 6V6G.

HENRY T. MULLINS
Mullins Radio & TV
3400 East Kearney
Springfield, Mo. 65863

I collect old battery radios as a
hobby and need some early type tubes
for them. I am looking for the follow-
ing: 01A, 00A, 71A, 199, 120, WD11,
WD12. If anyone has any of these,
either new or used, please contact me.

I would also like a good case and
knobs for a Pilot TV -37 TV set.

ALVIN HECKARD
RD 1, Box 88
Lewistown, Pa. 17044

For Sale
I am quitting the TV business and

wish to dispose of 250 tubes, plus test
gear and parts at best offer.

JACK MANDIK
1333 Ridge Ave.
Evanston, Ill. 60201

Needs Schematic
1 need a schematic and any other

information available on a "Candle"
portable TV set, Model MT -510. Or I
would appreciate the address where I
can obtain this information.

WILLIAM B. CLARK
7319 Farwest Drive
San Antonio, Texas 78233

Needs Chart
Can anyone supply me with an ad-

dress where I can obtain a roll chart
for a Model 1 1 1 GM & EM tube tester
manufactured by Precise Development
Corp.?

GENE L. KELLER
2255 Colonial Pkwy N.E.
Massillon, Ohio 44646

. far more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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I INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE 1IN CANADA: Bach -Simpson Ltd., Londor, Ontario
IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., International House,

... for mere details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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THE NEW SERIES 6 HAS ALL THESE NEW
FEATURES PLUS ALL THE ADVANCEMENTS
IN THE SERIES 5:
 External access battery and fuse compartment.
 Clip -type fuse holder.
 0.1 volt DC range.
 0.500 volt AC and DC ranges.
 Available 5000 volt adapter -type DC safety probe.
 Multi -purpose, screw -on test leads with

combination probe and alligator clips.
 Only 2 batteries . . . one 9 -volt NEDA 1604

and one 11/2 -volt "D" cell.
 Rugged taut band movement.
 Varistor overload protection.

260-6
260-6M (Mirror scale).

$65.00
$67.00

NOW,
the new

260
SERIES 6
VOM

EXTERNAL BATTERY AND FUSE COMPARTMENT

260-6RT (Roll-top protective case) .

260-6MRT (Mirror scale and roll-top
260-6P (Overload protected)
260-6PRT (Overload protected and

roll-top case)..
Safety Probe: 5000 volt DC adapter

type #00506

$71.00
case) $73.00

$97.00

$103.00

$4.50

GET "OFF THE SHELF" DELIVERY FROM YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR
-OR WRITE TODAY FOR BULLETIN T-810.

cSIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
. 5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, III. 60644, Phone: (312) 379-1121

Export Dept: 5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, III. 60644, Phone: (312) 379-1121, Cable SIMELCO
DIVISION

Bombay -Agra Road, Vikhroli, Bombay



simulated picture

It takes time
to replace a color picture tube...

GE ULTRACOLOR°

works to cut back
the need of
replacing the

replacement

sustained brightness and co or purity are assured through
use of advanced getter material. Gases generated by the
tube's operation are removed, providing longer life and
sustained color purity

reliability and quality assurance are built in. Only the
highest quality replacement components are used and
they're still expected to prove themselves. First during
the manufacturing process through continuing in -line
inspections, and extensive life testing of the finished
product. afterwards.

GE ULTRACOLOR picture tubes provide the service
and dependability that guarantee customer satisfaction.
(Made by professionals, for professionals.)

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

OWENSBORO. KENTUCKY 42301

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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This photo, representing our trip to sunny Florida, was made
from a co/or slide taken recently by Dick Pavek of Tech Spray while
watchiig the planes take off at Chicago's O'Hare Airport

PUBLISHER'S MEMO

Most of our readers are aware of the fact that each spring
our industry holds its annual manufacturers, distributors and
reps convention, known as National Electronics Week
(NEW,. This show gives manufacturers the opportunity to
introduce their latest equipment and parts to those in at-
tendance-who upon return will be passing this vital infor-
mation along to you.

This year the show will be held in Bal Harbour, Fla., and
pre -registration indicates that the attendance will surpass that
of previous shows. Therefore, the electronic servicing in-
dustry can expect an exceptionally good sales outlook for
the remainder of 1971. As I have reported so many times in
the past, it is unfortunate that you, our readers, are unable

NEW Show
Report

From Sunny
Bal Harbour,

Florida

to attend functions such as the NEW Show, since you are
the key people responsible for the growth of our industry.

So that we can give you advanced coverage of what will
be presented for the first time, we are eliminating our regular
product coverage in this month's issue. We wish to apologize
for any of the manufacturers who will be in attendance but
were unable to release material to us in time to be included
in this section. They will be covered in future months in our
regular New Products section.

Each company in this NEW Show listing is "keyed" to
the Reader Service Card provided in this May issue. And
you can be assured that your request for further information
will receive priority answers from them.

PROFILE OF OUR NEW PUBLISHER
Alfred A. Menegus has been named publisher of Electronic Tech-
nician/Dealer. Coming to ET/D as District Manager in February,
1969, Al has a long list of outstanding achievements in serving ET/D
advertisers and prospects throughout tne east. With over 22 years
experience in the electronics industry at senior marketing and ad-
vertising levels of companies, Al brings an expertise to ET/D which
should be favorably reflected in the future.
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meet the

eonm
Xcelite's where the Metrics are!
A great variety of tools and sets to help you turn
most any Metric fastener or adjusting screw
you're likely to encounter ... hex socket set

screws and cap screws, hex nuts, hex head cap
screws, and whatever.

All tools precision made for exact fit. Bright
nickel chrome nutdriver shafts and protective
black oxide finished hex socket screwdriver
blades. Plastic (UL) handles shaped for perfect
grip and balance.

FIXED HANDLE NUTDRIVERS

NUTDRIVER SHANKS 4I HEX SOCKET SCREWDRIVER
BLADES for use interchangeably in Series 99 plain
and ratchet type handles.

gammarmvo

COMPACT SETS

No. 99 -PS -41 -MM
(7 Metric hex socket
blades, extension
and handle)

No. 99 -PS -51 -MM

(10 Metric
nutdriver shanks,
extension and
handle)

REQUEST CATALOG

nationwide availability through
local distributors

XCELITE, INC 14 Bank St.. Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon. Ltd.

... for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card

NEW SHOW

Advance Systems Div. 700

This new division of Advance Ross
Corp. has been formed to manufacture
and market a complete line of MATV
active and passive products.

Amperex Electronic Corp. 701

Exhibiting in booth No. D-109 and
D-111, they will provide product cov-
erage for their full line of industrial
tubes, a line of blank cassettes and
eight -track tapes, head cleaners and
chargers. They will also tell of their
new vidicon replacement program.

Arrow Fastener Co. 702

Company spokesmen indicate that
their Arrow T-75 Staple Gun Tacker
( for wiring public-address systems,
laying antenna coaxial cable, etc.) is
now available with a new chemical
coated staple. These "Grip-Tite" sta-
ples are said to drive deeper and pro-
vide many times the gripping power of
plain staples without this special chem-
ical coating.

Belden Corp. 703

This manufacturer will be display-
ing its communication cable, neo-
prene control cable, special data and
instrumentation cable, camera cable,
hook-up wire and their line of retrac-
tile cords at booth No. B-112 and
B-114.

704
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc.

In booth No. K-100, this company
will display their new single channel
amplifier, UHF mast -mounted pream-
plifier, MATV amplifier and solid-
state broadband amplifiers.

Bogen Div., Lear Siegler, Inc. 705
At their conference suite-Lanai

Suite L-237-several new sound prod-
ucts will be displayed similar to the
recently announced "C" series econ-
omy -priced, solid-state public-address
amplifiers.

BSR McDonald Div., BSR Ltd. 706

They will display automatic turn-
tables, component stereo systems and

eight -track record/playback decks in
booth No. D-113 and D-115. This
will include the "Professional" Series,
Models 610, 510 and MP60; the "Pro-
motional" Series, Models 310 and
5500; and the "Minichanger" Series,
Models 210/X and 1000/X.

Burgess Battery/Gould Inc. 707

Occupying booth No. D-122, they
will exhibit a complete line of dry bat-
teries, mercury, alkaline and sealed
nickel -cadmium batteries.

Castle 708

Introduced will be an expanded
range of exact replacement and uni-
versal replacement TV tuners and an
improved version of the contact over-
haul kit.

Chemtronics, Inc. 709
Located in booth No. A-129, the

caddy -size aerosol spray tuner clean-
ers, lubricants and polishers with their
special spray heads will be featured.

Cinch Manufacturing Co. 710

They plan to introduce two new
types of connectors. One will be a
complete line of printed -circuit edge
connectors with 0.100 in. centers. In
addition to these new connectors, they
plan to display a new line of D -sub-
miniature connectors with 0.025 in.
square terminations for wire wrapping.

Columbia Electronic Cables 711

This company will be exhibiting in
booth No. K-101 and K-103. Besides
displaying a complete line of skin and
blister pack material, they indicate that
they will exhibit a new 92 -page catalog.

Cornell-Dubilier Electronics 712

Exhibiting in booth No. A-107 and
A-109, this manufacturer will intro-
duce a new antenna rotor. Also, many
new electrolytic capacitor assortments
and kits will be featured.

Dynascan Corp. 713

This manufacturer will display new
CB transceivers, monitors, oscillo-
scopes and tube testers at booth No.
B-113 and B-115.

continued on page 32
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Stops
arc-backs
and cuts

ca
RCA-3A3C HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER

It's the tube that saves you time, trouble and
dissatisfied customers . .. because it minimizes arc-
ing in rectifier circuits of TV receivers and other
high voltage applications.

RCA makes this tube with special equipment
that pre -coats the cathode and pressure welds the
coating . .. producing such a smooth, uniform sur-
face that arcing is significantly reduced.

The RCA-3A3C takes 38,000V peak inverse
plate voltage and supplies 100 mA peak plate current.

For high voltage applications, put the RCA-
3A3C high on your tube inventory list. This high -

volume replacement type is available from your
RCA tube distributor along with all the other types
you need for your service business.
RCA I Electronic Components 'Harrison, N.J. 07029.

RCA
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The RCA portable
color bar generator

Performs like the big ones
Costs only $75*
 Provides color bar, dot, cross hatch, and blank

raster patterns
 All solid state circuitry including ICs
 Pattern signals, RF output frequency and color

subcarrier all crystal -controlled
 Battery operated, AC adapter available
 Lightweight - less than 20 oz., only 6Y?" wide x

4" deep x 3" high
For all the technical specs get in touch with your
RCA Distributor. RCA I Electronic Components
Harrison, N.J. 07029.
* Optional User Price

RCA

NEW SHOW...
continued from page 30

714
EICO Electronic Instrument Co.

It has been reported that they will
display all of the new products fea-
tured in their updated 1971 Anniver-
sary Catalog. This includes such new
items as their 718 "Space Ranger"
four -band FET solid-state communi-
cations receiver; the Cortina 2 3780 all
silicon solid-state AM -FM receiver
shown on last month's cover; and a
transistor -diode curve tracer; plus a
FET meter that is even too new to
even be listed in that catalog.

GC Electronics 715

They report that a totally new and
revitalized Audiotex Electronic Ac-
cessory line will be exhibited. It is
said to feature an extremely wide
range of connectors, cables and adapt-
ers, as well as stereo hi-fi convenience,
maintenance, expansion and replace-
ment items.

General Electric Co. 716

Occupying booth No. C-111 and
C-113, receiving tubes, cathode ray
tubes, semiconductors, power tubes,
rechargeable batteries, silicon prod-
ucts, panel instruments, capacitors and
variable transformers will be displayed.

International Rectifier 717

In addition to displaying their line
of products in booth No. E-103,
E-105, E-107 and E-109, this com-
pany will be holding its national sales
meeting at the Americana Hotel in
conjunction with the show.

Jerrold Electronics 718

In booth No. E-108 and E- I 10 this
company will be displaying their line
of antennas. Also included will be
MATV and CCTV systems plus re-
ception aids.

JFD Electronics Corp. 719

At their booth, this company will
unveil a new solid-state TV antenna
which uses a copper -etched printed -
circuit board for receiving signals that
are amplified at the antenna.

continued on page 64

... for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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Thc,'re "market -engineered" to
dori nate color reception lead-in
sales. Metr3-C1orTM for congested
viev,ing ar-as. Maxi-ColorTTM for
the suburban viewing market. Real
sa1.33 grabbers. Created to bring
hole a be:tH color picture ...
mole profit for you. Colorful eye -
stopping r ackages. Lang warranties.

mall size for easy installa-
tion. Competitive pricing. And a
'H 3t Line" display, too! That's

tbE program. Grab it while
is s hot. See your
B?. -den DISTRIBUTOR
today. 8-3-s

B3!den C3rporation
P D. Box E070 -A,
Chicago, Illinois
6.)380.

Metro -Color and MExi-Color
also available in bu-k 4706 -ms

vh

... new ideas for
mc'ving Electrica. energy

... for more details circle iO3 en leader Service Card
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Whate
ics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $38.80) for only 990 each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-
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Club Membership Advantages

Charter Bonus: The three introductory books of

your choice carry publisher's retail price of up to
$38.80. They are yours for only 99( each with your
Trial Membership.

Continuing Savings: The Club guarantees to save
you 15% to 75% on the books you need.

Wide Selection: Members are annually offered
over 50 of the new and authoritative books on all
phases of electronic servicing.

Editorial Advisory Service: The Club's Editorial
Advisory Board selects only the important books of
direct interest to you.

Bonus Books: If you continue in the Club after
fulfilling your Trial Membership, you will receive a
Bonus Dividend Certificate with each additional
Club Selection you purchase. For the small charge
of only $1.99, plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a special list of
quality books periodically sent to Members.

Prevents You From Missing New Books:
The Club's FREE monthly ''News" provides advance
notice of new books vital to your continued pro-
fessional advancement.

Fill In Other Side and Mail Today!

select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 2
List Price $7.95; Club Price 53.95

Zenith Color TV Service Manual-Vol. 2
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Transistor Projects for Hobbyists
& Students

List Price 57.95; Club Price 54.95
Philco Monochrome TV Service Manual

List Price $7.96; Club Price 54.95
Electronic Musical Instruments

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronic Designer's Handbook

List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
Dictionary of Electronics

List Price $6.95; Club Price $5.50
Computer Circuits & How They Work

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Commercial Radio Operator's License

Study Guide
List Price $7.50; Club Price $5.95

Admiral Color TV Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

FET Applications Handbook -2nd Edition
List Price $14.95; Club Price $9.95

Solid -State Circuit Design & Operation
List Price $9.95; Club Price $7.95

How to Read Electronic Circuit Diagrams
List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95

Electronic Test & Measurement Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Pulse & Switching Circuits
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Circuit Consultant's Casebook
List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95

How to Use Vectorscope-Oscilloscopes &
Sweep -Marker Generators
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Computer Technician's Handbook
List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95

Handbook of Magnetic Recording
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

125 One -Transistor Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Computer Architecture
List Price $12.50; Club Price $8.95

Servicing Modern Hi-Fi Stereo Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

AN EXTRAORDINARY
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Basic Math Course for Electronics Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook TV Trouble Diagnosis Made Easy

Here's the quick and
easy way to understand
math as it applies to
electronic shop practice.
Gives you a complete
set of highly useful
mathematical tools and
techniques of practical
value. (Example: You
have to replace a new
stereo cartridge which
feeds a 70 db preamp.
The power amps each
require 2 volts input
for full rated output.

What is the output requirement of the replace-
ment cartridge?) In no time at all you will
master the wide variety of such basic math
computations which arise in everyday work-
from Ohm's law to network algebra, from J
operator to vector analysis. Clear worked -out
examples, diagrams and tables, plus step-by-
step learning, make this an invaluable aid for
anyone who has trouble with math. 160 pps.
Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. G 100

Audio Systems Handbook

Complete reference and
guide to audio system
design, encompassing
home entertainment.
commercial sound and
studio installations.
Chapter 1, covering
amplifiers and amplifi-
cation, explains db and
impedances, level limi-
tations, insertion gain,
plus a host of other
basics necessary for
practical system design.
The author goes to

great lengths to impart an understanding of
these vital ingredients as they apply to over-
all operation. The same may be said of the
treatment in succeeding Chapters on equaliz-
ers, mixers, filters, distribution systems, pro-
gram sources, commercial systems, studios,
and loudspeaker systems. 192 pps., 125 illus.
Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 494

104 Easy Transistor Projects
You Can Build

How would you like to
have a high -gain tele-
phone pickup, a wire-
less mike, an electric
megaphone, a CB re-
ceiver, light dimmer,
fence charger, or any
one of 104 such useful
devices? You can build
them yourself, at very
little cost, and have a
lot of fun in the proc-
ess. What's more,
you're bound to learn a
lot about transistor cir-

cuits I including FETs and SCRs). A complete
.thematic diagram is included for each device,
:Jong with a parts list, plus a brief descrip-
tion of its operation and application, and no-
tations concerning any critical points. All of
the devices have practical application in the
home, on the repair bench, in the ham shack,
on your car, boat, airplane, etc. 224 pps.
Hardbound.

List Price $6.95 Order No. 462

A handy bencbmate for
practicing color TV
technicians and B & W
experts who want to
break into color TV
servicing. This new
practical volume de-
scribes causes and cures
for both the usual ev-
eryday color TV trou-
bles, as well as those
tough dogs you run into
once in a blue moon.
Here are commonsense
service bench approach-

es for solving all sorts of color TV troubleshoot-
ing problems, many of them adapted from well -
established B & W techniques. Definitely not a
textbook, the content explains how to tackle
specific problems in a logical, professional way.
Moreover, the author clearly explains how the
operation of each circuit is affected by specific
faulty components. 192 pps. 14 Chapters. Hard-
bound.

%Wm
CIRCUIT IIESCN

HANE1800,

New Third Edition-A
brand-new, enlarged
edition of the ever pop-
ular circu't designer's
"cookbook," now con-
taining over 600 proven
circuits, for all types of
functions, selected from
thousands on the basis
of originality and prac-
tical application. Now
you can have, at your
fingertips, this careful-
ly -planned reference
source of tried and

tested circuits. Selected from thousands sub-
mitted by distinguished engineers, these
"thought -starters" are a collection of original
circuits selected on the basis of their useful-
ness. This detailed compilation of practical de-
sign data is the answer to the need for an or-
ganized gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can easily
serve as stepping stones to almost any kind
of circuit you might want to build. 384 pps.,
19 big sections, over 600 illus., 81/2" x 11".

List Prise $17.95 Order No. T-101

How to Use Your VOM-VTVM
& Oscilloscope

WA To int

OM

VM

OSCILLOSCOP

RTIN
IFFORDI

Whether you want to
know more about how
these instruments work,
or how to use them in
everyday applications,
this "3 -in -1" guide con-
tains the answers.
Moreover, it will be of
tremendous value in
helping you select the
instruments best suited
to your individual
needs. Part I deals with
the VOM-how it
works, general guide-

lines for using a VOM, and how to use the
VOM in troubleshooting all types of circuits.
with step-by-step procedure charts you can re-
fer to. Part II discusses the VTVM-describing
functions, applications in troubleshooting, and
servicing with the VTVM, pointing out appli-
cations where it is unique as a measuring de-
vice. Step-by-step servicing procedure charts
are included. Part III discusses the oscilloscope
and its applications in troubleshooting radio
and television circuits. 192 pps: 120 illus.
List Price $6.95 Order No. 438

On The Color TV Service Bench

Some

COLOR TV

SERVICE BENCH

List Price $7.95 0 -der No. 489

A brand-new picture -
symptom service guide
for solving every TV
trouble, both color and
black -and -white. You
simply compare the
symptoms you see and
hear with those pic-
tured or described and
you'll be able to pin-
point any trouble to a
specific circuit and
component in short or-
der. In the first Chap-
ter, each trouble symp-

tom is pictured and described to help you pos-
itively identify the probable cause. From there
you are referred to one of the remaining 19
Chapters dealing with specific troubles in each
section of the receiver, explaining how to fur-
ther analyze existing symptoms and pinpoint
troubles. Individual component tests are sug-
gested, too, everything from flybacks to tran-
sistors. Includes many actual scope waveform
patterns. TV screen photos, and schematic dia-
grams. 256 pps.
List Prise $7.95 Order No. 544

Small Appliance Repair Guide

SMALL

APPLIANCE -

REPAIR

GUIDE

AV W.. u,n,a I GUM 1110.1.411V

Learn to repair dozens
of small household ap-
pliances with the use
of this authoritative,
low-cost handbook. Pro-
fusely illustrated, the
text tells how to find
the cause of trouble in
minutes, and how to go
about making the re-
quired repairs. You'll
also pick up helpful
hints on disassembly
and assembly, one of
the real "tricky" as-

pects of many appliance repair jobs. General
troubleshooting procedures are explained to
familiarize you with the techniques of appli-
ance repair. Succeeding chapters deal with
thermostats, skillets, sauce pans, irons, toast-
ers, coffee makers, blankets, mixers, knives.
deep fryers, hair dryers, electric shavers, and
small motors found in countless appliances.
You'll learn how they operate, and how to make
practical tests and repairs. 11 Chapters, 224
pps. Over 150 illus. Appendix and Index.
List Price $7.95 Order No. 515

Magnavox Color TV
Service Manual

All the data you need

MAGNAVOX
colorre

TV receiversv-
to pair Magnavox

from the Series 37 to
T940 chassis-including
12 full-size schematic
diagrams complete with
oscilloscope waveforms.
Singled out for special
treatment is the Mag-
navox T936 hybrid
chassis. The special ser-
vicing data given will
enable you to master
this unique chassis. Al-

so included are 34 tuner schematics, and a
host of case history solutions and factory mod-
ifications. You'll find numerous alignment
shortcuts and tips on troubleshooting tricky
solid-state circuits. In addition, as a bonus
there are chapters on general color TV trouble-
shooting, antennas and transmission lines, and
another on test equipment techniques. 160 pps.,
8V." x 11", plus 36 -page foldout section con-
taining 12 full-size schematic diagrams. Long -
life vinyl cover.
List Price $7.95 Order No, 526

COLOR TV SERVICE MANUAL

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!

... for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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When people

turn to you

to make things

right again ...

use GE semiconductor replacements

(made by professionals for professionals)

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT  GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
OWENSBORO. KENTUCKY 42301

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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TEKLAB REPORT

A high degree of serviceability is built into the

mechanical and circuit design of this portable TV
set to make your job easier.

General Electric's N-2
Color TV Chassis
by Joseph Zauhar

 The small -screen portable color-
TV set is still in popular demand
and taking quite a percentage of
current TV -set sales. Many of these
TV sets are bought as second sets,
the consumer wanting a lightweight
portable small enough to be carried
around. Each year, as the new TV
sets are placed on the market, the
electronic technician looks for a
higher degree of serviceability with-
out drastically increasing his parts
inventory to service the new sets.

After examining the General

General Electric's Model WM257NWD 2 color TV set employing the h-2 chassis.

Electric Model WM257NWD-2,
with its N-2 color chassis, we feel
that it supplies both of these require-
ments quite adequately. The TV set
weighs 47 lb and features Insta-Col-
or®, a built-in antenna and automat-
ic degaussing, plus a number of oth-
er important features-along with a
high degree of serviceability.

After we removed the back cover
of the chassis, some aspects of the
TV set reminded us initially of the
first Porta-Color* set reviewed a few
years ago. The first thing that caught
our eye was the accessibility to com-
ponents. And by removing the cov-
er, a unique flap attached to the cab-
inet back is also removed to provide
access to the bottom components
(Fig. 1).

The TV set's front panel can also
be removed simply by unsoldering
the antenna leads from the antenna
board, removing a ground strap and
then removing four screws that se-
cure the front panel to the bottom
of the chassis (Fig. 2).

The tuner is placed in a conve-
nient position so that it can be
cleaned or serviced by merely un-
snapping the cover-no disassembly
is necessary. The main fuses are
mounted in clips on top of the high-
voltage compartment (Fig. 3), thus
offering greater accessibility. A spe-
cially designed high -voltage com-
partment (Fig. 4) simplifies the re -

*Trademark General Electric Co.
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placement of the HV transformer
and the HV rectifier tube. Efficiency
coil adjustments are eliminated and
the high voltage is adjusted by a
one -screwdriver adjustment. Con-
vergence is simplified by employing
an "in -line" picture tube-as used in
previous Porta-Color Chassis.

The N-2 hybrid chassis is similar
to the N-1 (both are 16 -in. portable
color -TV sets) and contains 13
tubes and 9 transistors. When
viewed from the bottom of the chas-
sis, the identification of test points
and circuit components is clearly
"road -mapped" to facilitate trouble-
shooting and component replace-
ment.

Since many of these circuits are
similar to the earlier chassis, we will
review only the new circuits found
in this chassis. The circuits that we
review can be found in this month's
TEKFAX Schematic No. 1357.

DC Restoration Circuit
A dc restoration circuit clamps

either the positive or negative peak
voltage of a wave form to the de-
sired voltage level. For video signals,
this wave form is clamped at the
blanking level, which effectively re-
stores the black level established at
the transmitter. In this chassis a
simple diode/capacitor clamp cir-
cuit (containing diode Y155) is em-
ployed to accomplish the dc restora-
tion. (As in other TV sets, we are
working with a composite video sig-
nal, a signal which results from com-
bining a blanked picture signal with
the sync signal. The video signal
should communicate a dc character-
istic to the CRT relative to the
transmitted sync pulse.)

A circuit that is capable of hold-
ing the black level of the composite
video signal constant at the CRT
will replace the dc component lost
in the first capacitive coupling be-
tween the receiver's video detector
and the CRT. The circuit shown in
Fig. 5 is an example of how this dc
level can be lost. There, the signal
source is the transistor, C represents
any coupling capacitor, and R is the
load to which the signal is delivered.

The positive going pulse at the
collector has a Ov base line. After
it passes through the coupling ca-
pacitor, the Ov base line is shifted
to near the middle of the wave form

40 I ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, MAY 1971

Fig. 1-After the back cover is removed, most of the components are accessible without further
disassembly of the chassis. The test points and componert; are clearly "road marped" for iden-
tification.

Fig. 2-The cabinet front separates from the bottom of tLe cabinet for difficult joss that require
moving the picture Ube.



Fig. 3-Tie train fuses and power resistors are laced cn the tcp of the high -voltage cage for easy
access.

Fig. 4-Side Aiew cf the chassis with the hinged door and side panel removed from the
voltage cage far easier sarvicing.

and the wave shape itself has now
taken on a negative characteristic.

If the original positive peak rep-
resents the black level, then after the
signal passes through the capacitor
the positive excursion away from Ov
will no longer be sufficient to pro-
duce black. if the peak -to -peak am-
plitude is constantly varying, a prob-
lem of maintaining black becomes
compounded, and the black refer-
ence point is lost.

Fig. 6 shows what occurs when a
clamping diode has been added to
the basic capacitive -coupled circuit.
If the signal attempts to go negative
with respect to the chassis, it is
clamped to the Ov level by the diode.
In the circuit shown in Fig. 7, the
clamping diode is reversed and the

o-

Fig. 5-The dc level can be lost with capacitor
cour ling.

CLAMPING
DIODE

Fig. 6-A basic clamp circuit using a ground.
ed-anode clamping diode.

Fig. 7-A basic clamp circuit using a ground-
ed -cathode clamping diode.

:Jut

CLAMPING
DIODE



clamping action occurs on the posi-
tive peaks.

A clamp circuit having off -set
bias is shown in Fig. 8. There the
signal is obtained from the cathode
of the clamping diode and the
clamping action occurs on the nega-
tive portion of the applied signal-
the battery offsetting the clamping
level by its voltage and polarity.

The brightness control permits
setting the clamped video black level

B+

CLAMPING
DIODE

= 6 v BIAST - LEVEL

6,11_1L

0 --

Fig. 8-A clamp circuit with a bias voltage
applied to the clamp level.

so that the black in the signal is the
black viewed on the CRT screen.
The video information is now ref-
erenced to the clamped black level.

Brightness Limit Control
The automatic brightness limit

control protects the CRT from cus-
tomer misadjustments and circuit
malfunctions which are related to
video amplifiers. This circuit limits
the CRT cathode current to lma.

When there is no beam current
through the CRT, this tube is not
the cause of any voltage drop across
resistor R177. However, since diode
Y156 is forward biased, the plate
voltage of the video output tube
(V5C) is impressed across this re-
sistor. We now have dc coupling
from the plate of V5C to the CRT.
(If we measure the voltage on either
side of Y156, we will find approxi-
mately 230v when the brightness
and contrast controls are at their
minimum settings.)

The cathode of the CRT must be-
come less positive to turn it oN and
produce a picture. If we turn the
brightness and contrast controls, the
plate voltage of V5C becomes less
positive, the CRT cathode also be-
comes less positive and a raster ap-
pears. (Under these conditions, ap-
proximately 200v appears at either
side of Y156.)

As the V5C plate voltage be-
comes even less, the CRT cathode
current increases to lma, develop-
ing an 180v drop in voltage across
the 180K resistor (R177). A fur-
ther reduction in V5C plate voltage
will not effect the CRT cathode volt-
age, since diode Y156 then becomes
reverse biased and ceases to conduct
current. Although the dc coupling
between the video amplifier and
CRT is lost, the ac coupling con-
tinues through coupling capacitor
C161.

Chrome System

We noticed a major change in the
manner in which the tint control
functions. In the past, the control of
the tint has been accomplished by
varying the phase of the 3.58MHz
subcarrier, while now it is achieved
by changing the phase of the chroma
signal.

In this circuit, the chroma ampli-
fier signal is applied to a 500f1 po-
tentiometer (R511) which controls
the amplitude of the chrominance
signal applied to the tint control
(R513). This signal then passes
through the variable phase shift that
affects the tint.

Vertical -Output Stage

An understanding of the vertical -
output stage is very important and
most technicians realize how critical
this stage is in a color -TV set. At
times constant height and linearity
adjustments are required.

In this chassis, advanced design
concepts are employed to automati-
cally correct for the aging character-
istics and maintain satisfactory de-
flection throughout the life of the
tube. The vertical circuit is oscilla-
tory, but more commonly known as
a ramp (sawtooth) generator sys-
tem.

This output stage is a convention-
al pentode power amplifier, Class A
operating and receiving its bias from
an R -C cathode network. The out-
put signal is applied through a trans-
former, which matches the imped-
ance of the output tube (V 10B) to
the impedance of the yoke. The con-
trol grid receives three signals: a de-
generate feedback signal coupled
from the plate through a low-pass
filter consisting of resistor R261,
capacitor C269 and other compo-

nents in the grid system; the gener-
ator ramp voltage coupled from the
vertical oscillator tube (VIOA);
and the vertical -sync pulse from the
sync separator.

The feedback loop includes lin-
earity control and automatic correc-
tion for tube aging. By degenerative,
we mean that the out -of -phase sig-
nal tends to oppose the original sig-
nal present at the grid. This signal
must be substantially attenuated or
else the feedback signal would sig-
nificantly attenuate the drive signal
to the amplifier. Also, the feedback
signal is changed by the low-pass
nature of the feedback loop. The
automatic correction feature results
as the feedback signal diminishes-
the ramp generator signal then re-
ceives less opposition and the am-
plifier is driven harder. As a result
of this circuit function, constant ras-
ter size is maintained throughout the
life of the vertical output tube.

High -Voltage Hold -Down Circuit
High -voltage regulation is

achieved by the hold-down circuit,
which is somewhat similar to a
shunt -type regulator. The hold-down
circuit establishes the operating
point of the horizontal -output stage
and alters this operating point ac-
cording to variations in the ampli-
tude of the horizontal flyback pulse.

The operation of this circuit is
very simple. The flyback pulse is ca-
pacity coupled (through capacitor
C221) to a voltage -dependent resis-
tor (R224), which is connected to
ground through a potentiometer
( R236). In this application, the
VDR functions somewhat like a di-
ode.

Current flow through the VDR is
started by the high -voltage positive
pulse, which charges capacitor
C221. The discharge and charge
cycles are the same, but since the
voltage across the capacitor is less
than that of the flyback pulse, the
VDR offers more resistance-re-
sulting in a voltage drop across the
VDR and potentiometer. This volt-
age is used as the horizontal -output
stage bias voltage. The charging
current into the capacitor is regu-
lated by potentiometer R236, per-
mitting the adjustment of the bias
voltage.

continued on page 71
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Mastering the TVAntenna
System Market --Part II

by Lon Cantor

During this decade industry experts anticipate a boom

in the construction of Master Antenna TV systems. Will

you be there to collect a share of the profits?

 Last month's article provided
some background information indi-
cating why an MATV boom is now
anticipated. It offered some helpful
hints concerning effective tech-
niques for selling MATV systems
and general pointers concerning
MATV system design. The article
then went into considerable detail
to describe various MATV distribu-
tion systems and techniques for cal-
culating signal losses in such sys-
tems. But MATV distribution sys-
tems must obtain high -quality TV
signals from somewhere-and that
is what article is about.

Head Ends

The first step in designing a head
end is to make an on -site survey.
Use a battery -powered field -strength
meter, a UHF dipole antenna and
a VHF dipole antenna. Take this
equipment to the roof and measure
each sound and picture carrier.
Then, fill out a form such as the one
shown in Fig. 2.

When making the signal survey,
be sure you know the direction from
which each channel is being telecast.
Do not guess. Use a compass and an
aerial map or a station coverage
map to pinpoint each channel.
"Walk the roof" as much as possible
to find the best spot for each anten-
na. Also, if one or more channels
are weak, try changing the elevation
of the dipole antennas for maximum
signal pick-up.

Once the on -side survey is com-
pleted, you can proceed to select an-
tennas. MATV antennas are a lot
like antennas for home TV set use.
In fact, some installers actually use
home antennas for small systems.
However, special, ruggedized MATV

antennas such as that shown in Fig.
1 are preferred. Basically, the differ-
ences between home antennas and
MATV antennas are as follows:
 Because a single antenna or
group of antennas serve a large
number of TV sets, you can afford
to spend more on the antennas.
 You cannot use a rotor in an
MATV system. Therefore, you have
to point antennas in each direction
from which you want to receive TV
or FM stations. Single -channel an-
tennas are practical in many MATV
systems.
 MATV systems are generally
sold with service policies. Since an-
tennas are exposed to the elements,
they are vulnerable. Therefore, it
generally pays to use the best of
mounting gear, lead-in wire and ac-
cessories, plus ruggedized antennas.

Types of Amplifiers
Two basic types of amplifiers are

used in MATV head ends-broad-
band and single channel. Broadband

Fig. 1-Fuggedized MATV antennas are gen. amplifiers are preferable for most
erally preferred for larger installations. systems, since they cost less and are

JOB SITE
Street Address City State

OWNER
Name Address

TYPE OF BUILDING
(hospital, school, hotel, motel, etc.)

NUMBER OF FLOORS NUMBER OF ROOMS

CHANNEL
NUMBER

CHANNELS TO BE RECEIVED

LOCATION
(City)

PICTURE CARRIER
SIGNAL

(in microvolts)

SURVEY PREPARED BY

SOUND CARRIER
SIGNAL

(in microvolts)

Signature

Fig. 2-Recommended TV signal survey form.
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easier to install and service. In very
large systems, single -channel ampli-
fiers have been used because they
provide more output per channel.
However, recently developed broad-
band amplifiers can provide almost
as much output per channel as sin-
gle -channel amplifiers. In spite of
this development, single -channel
amplifiers are still preferable where
there are problems-such as widely
fluctuating single strength.

With mixing filters, it is possible
to use single -channel antennas with
broadband amplifiers (Fig. 3) or
broadband antennas with single -
channel amplifiers (Fig. 4).

Whichever type of head end you
use, an important consideration is
signal balancing. All signals should
come out of the head end at about
the same level-except that it is of-
ten desirable to run UHF channels
with about 6dB more signal strength
than the VHF channels to overcome
increased system signal losses in the
UHF band.

There are several ways that you
can adjust signals to their proper
level:
 Use mast mounted preamplifiers
for weak channels.
 Use equalizing mixing filters or
fixed attenuators to attenuate strong
channels.
 Adjust amplifier gain for the de-
sired output per channel. [Even
broadband amplifiers permit sepa-
rate adjustment of low -band VHF
(channels 2 through 6), high -band
VHF (channels 7 through 13) and
UHF (channels 14 through 83) sig-
nals.] When using single -channel
amplifiers, you can adjust the gain
of each channel individually.

Choosing Head End Amplifiers
Head end amplifiers have one

very important job-they provide
enough signal output to overcome
the distribution system losses.
Therefore, before you can choose
an amplifier, you must calculate to-
tal distribution system losses-as
described in last month's article.

There are two important charac-
teristics of head end amplifiers-
gain and output capability. Let us
look at a typical situation to cover
this more fully. Suppose you have a
total distribution system loss of
41dB. Suppose also that Channel

Channel 2
-

Channel 4 Channel 7

Ch. 4 Ch. 7

 Ch. 2 Ch. 9

Channel 9

BROADBAND
AMPLIFIER

Channel 14

L

Channel 23 Channel 32 Channel 47

23 Ch. 32

Ch. 14 Ch. 47

TO DISTRIB JTION SYSTEM

MIXING
FILTERS

Fig. 3-The output of several single -channel antennas can be combined with mixing filters and
applied to a single broadband amplifier.

VHF/UHF BROADBAND ANTENNA

Channels 2. 4, 7, 9, 14, 23, 32 and 47

 Channel 2

ChamN 4

Chann419

Chann4I 7

TO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

40 Channel 14

Channel 23

Channel 47 

Channel 32 

Fig. 4-With the use of mixing filters, the output of a single broadband antenna can be applied
to several single -channel amplifiers.

47, the highest channel in the sys-
tem, was received with -3dBm sig-
nal strength during your on -site sur-
vey. The UHF antenna you chose
provides a gain of 14dB, which
gives you +1 ldBm input to the am-
plifier. This indicates that you need
an amplifier that provides 30dB gain
( I 1 dBm input, added to 30dB gain
= 41dBm output).

Now let us look at another exam-
ple. We are still working with the
same signal ( -3dBm at Channel
47) and the same antenna (14dB
gain), but our distribution system
loss is 60dB. It is, therefore, easy

to calculate that we need an ampli-
fier with 49dB gain (11dBm input,
added to 49dB gain = 60dBm out-
put).

Unfortunately, however, we could
choose an amplifier (or combina-
tion amplifier and pre -amplifier)
with 49dB gain and the system still
might not work. This is because
we have not yet considered output
capability. Drive any amplifier too
hard and you get distortion. Accept-
able distortion in an MATV ampli-
fier is less than 0.5 percent. There-
fore, manufacturers generally speci-
fy output capability in terms of how
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FM ANTENNA

"`".,

VHF ANTENNA

\/
I I TWO-WAY

1

I

I SPLITTER
FM

1

I CONVERTER '

1

L _ _ JL _

BROADBAND

AMPLIFIER

UHF ANTENNA

Fig. 5-FM or audio converters can be added to any MATV system.

UHF ANTENNA

ORIGINAL SCHOOL

VHF ANTENNA

BROADBAND
AMPLIFIER

x.

X

TAPOFF

TERMINATION

AMPLIFIED- 0 TAPOFF

...-- NEW WING

Fig. 6-By using an amplified tapoff, the MTV system can grow with the school.

much signal the unit can deliver
with less than -46dB of cross -
modulation, which is equal to 0.5
percent distortion. An amplifier can
provide 50dB gain, but if its output
capability is only 50dBm per chan-
nel, it cannot possibly serve a dis-
tribution system having a 60dB loss.

Therefore, you must choose your
amplifier or amplifiers on the basis
of both their gain and output ca-
pability.

Amplified Accessories
Unfortunately there is a limit to

how much signal you can get out of
an amplifier. Today's single -channel
amplifiers can deliver up to 70dBm,
while the best broadband models
can provide 60dBm output per
channel. What happens if distribu-
tion system losses exceed the capa-
bilities of the amplifier?

The answer is to use cable -pow-
ered amplified accessories. In last

month's article, Fig. 6 showed a
typical system using "line stretch-
ers" to extend long trunklines. These
amplifiers are compact and require
no ac power. They operate on 17v
ac, fed to them from the head end
amplifier on the same coaxial cable
that carries the signal.

A variation of this is the amplified
tapoff, which looks like an ordinary
tapoff but also serves the function of
a line stretcher. Other amplified ac-
cessories include amplified splitters
and bridges.

Fig. 6 is a layout diagram for a
school that has added a new wing.
By substituting an amplified tapoff
for the tap originally installed at the
end of the trunkline, the installer has
been able to expand the system to
include the new wing at minimal
cost.

Background Music and Paging
Your sales can be increased by

upgrading new and existing MATV
systems to include background mu-
sic or paging. These additions are
quite inexpensive-it is not neces-
sary to have an FM receiver or even
an additional amplifier in each
room. The TV set does the job. Fig.
5 shows how an FM converter or an
audio converter can be added to the
head end of any MATV system. The
audio converter works from a mic-
rophone, phonograph, tape recorder
or any other audio source. The FM
converter works in conjunction with
a built-in FM tuner. Both units con-
vert their inputs to TV channel fre-
quencies, usually on a channel ad-
jacent to one occupied by a TV sta-
tion. The audio or FM is used to
modulate the sound carrier of the
unused frequency. When a TV set
connected to any tapoff in the sys-
tem is tuned to that channel, it dis-
plays a blank screen and reproduces
the sound.

Aeding CCTV

Schools often use CCTV to orig-
inate their own instructional TV
programs. Apartments, hotels and
motels use CCTV to watch doors,
elevators, swimming pools, etc. It is
easy to add CCTV to any well de-
signed MATV system. All you need
is a modulator capable of accepting
video and audio inputs and produc-

continued on page 74
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Color Television Reception
Part II --The

Color -TV Receiver

by William Spero

Basically, all color -TV receivers are similar and

most of those in production today are of the hybrid

variety-a mixture of tubes and semiconductors

A color -TV receiver has a few
additional circuits that the normal
B/W -TV receiver is lacking. This
can be more clearly seen with the
block diagram in Fig. 1. (To illus-
trate, a Sylvania D-12 "Gibraltar"
chassis has been chosen, which con-
tains 9 tubes, 23 transistors, 28
diodes and 1 integrated circuit. The
VHF and UHF tuners also use
solid-state components.) The labeled
portion of this diagram corresponds
to that required for a conventional
B/W -TV set. It consists of the tuner
section, vertical- and horizontal -
sweep circuitry, the IF and audio
sections, video output and picture
tube. The power supplies are
straightforward and almost identical
for both color- and B/W -TV sets.

RF signals for all the channels
are received by the antenna, which
couples this energy into the VHF or
UHF tuner. For this article we will
cover the signals received when the
TV set is tuned to Channel 4.

Fig. 2 shows a graph representing
the relative strength of the RF
signals present in that channel. The
channel boundaries are from 66 to
72MHz. The picture carrier (video)
is at 67.25MHz. The sound carrier
is at 71.75MHz. Since the sound is
frequency modulated and has a
-±-25kHz bandwidth, we have a
225kHz upper guard band (i.e.,
72MHz -- 71.75MHz = 250kHz,
250kHz 25kHz = 225kHz).
It can also be shown that there is
a lower guard band of 475kHz on
the lower side of the FM sideband.

Notice that the upper picture side -
band is 4MHz away from the pic-

ture carrier. In TV, vestigial side -
band transmission is used, which
means that the entire upper video
sideband is transmitted along with
only part of the lower video side -
band. In the video transmitter,
2.75MHz of the lower sideband is
suppressed. This, of course, reduces
the total spectrum space required
for each channel and
VHF TV channels to
one geographical area.
done since only one
needed to transmit all

allows more
exist in any
This can be
sideband is
of the video

information. While it would be de-
sirable to eliminate the entire lower
sideband, we cannot do this due to
the difficulty of building suitable
filters that would prevent undesirable
phase shift distortion.

When the RF signal for Channel
4 is beat against the Channel 4 os-
cillator, in the mixer stage of the
tuner, an intermediate frequency is
obtained. The resultant is a 6MHz
band of frequencies between 41 and
47MHz. (For Channel 4 the re-
ceiver oscillator is at 113MHz, the

I

I

I

I

I

66 66.5 67.25

LOWER PI X F.
SIDEBAND

1.25 MHz

PICTURE
CARRIER

UPPER PIX SIDEBAND
4 MHz

41

.50 kHz

SOUND
CARRIER

-I
7125 172

71.75 %MHz

6 MHz CHANNEL WIDTH
FREQUENCY (MHz)

CHANNEL 4 = 66-72 MHz
PICTURE CARRIER = 67.25 MHz

SOUND CARRIER 71.75 MHz

RECEIVER RF OSCILLATOR 113 MHz

:. VIDEO IF  REC OSC - PICTURE CARRIER
113 MHz - 67.25 MHz  45.75 MHz

SOUND IF 113 MHz - 71.75 MHz  41.25 MHz
INTERCA RIER SOUND FREQUENCY. 4.5 MHz

Fig. 2-Graph representing the RF signals that make up Channel 4.
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resulting video intermediate fre-
quency is 45.75MHz and the
sound intermediate frequency is
41.25MHz.) We therefore have a
frequency distribution as shown in
the lower part of Fig. 3. These
curves are idealized and not the ac-
tual response observed when sweep-
ing an IF circuit in a receiver.
Notice that in the mixing process
there is a frequency inversion.

Fig. 4 shows the actual response
curve that you will most likely ob-
serve when the front end of the re-
ceiver is swept (a scope being con-
nected at the collector of the first
picture IF transistor). This band of
frequencies (41 to 47MHz) is
coupled to the first picture IF stage
for further processing; and the first,
second and third IF stages are
stagger tuned to maintain the neces-
sary bandwidth. The center fre-
quency is 44MHz.

It is in the IF stages that the
video IF and trap alignment is con-
trolled. Fig. 5 shows the resulting
overall response from the tuner
mixer to the video output stage -
obtained by injecting a sweep signal
into the base of the mixer transistor
(a scope being connected to the
emitter of the first video amplifier
transistor after the 4.5MHz trap).
By adjusting the IF coils and traps,
the IF response is shaped like that
shown.

Proper IF alignment is much
more important for color -TV recep-
tion than it is for B/W -TV recep-
tion. Fig. 6 shows the color carrier
and sidebands in their proper fre-
quency perspective. The color in-
formation consists of a burst fre-
quency (nine cycles of a 3.58MHz
signal) positioned at the "back
porch" of the horizontal blanking
pulse. The sidebands are located
±0.5MHz away from the 3.58MHz
carrier. The total chroma informa-
tion, therefore, is contained in a
1MHz bandwidth. If we subtract
the three discrete frequencies (i.e.,
3.08MHz lower sideband, 4.08MHz
upper sideband and 3.58MHz sub -
carrier) from the 45.75MHz video
carrier, we obtain the intermediate
frequencies corresponding to these
chroma frequencies, or 42.67MHz,
41.67MHz and 42.17MHz. The
position of these frequencies on the

PICTURE
CARRIER

66 66.5 67 25

LOWER PIX
SIDEBAND
125 MHz

- UPPER PIX SIDEBAND
4 M-Iz

6 MHz CHANNEL WIDTH

-50 kHz

SOUND
CARRIER

71.25 172 (MHz)
71.75

FREQUENCY (MHz)

1_ _PICTURE
CARRIER

47 45.75

50 kHz

SOUND
CARRIER

41.75 I 41

41.25
FREQUENCY (MHz)

Fig. 3 -When a 113MHz TV -set oscillator signal is beat against the RF signals present in Channe
4, these intermediate frequency signals result.

IF response curve is very important
for color reception.

From the curve in Fig. 6 it is ob-
vious that a poor high -frequency
response at 3.58MHz (the upper
picture sideband attenuated) would
reduce the amplitude of the color
sidebands. Since all of our color in-
formation is transmitted in the
1MHz band about the 3.58MHz
subcarrier-a portion of this informa-
tion would be lost. This could great-
ly reduce the response of the TV
set to color information. One would
like an IF bandwidth as close to
4MHz wide as possible. This is
probably the most severe require-
ment of a color -TV receiver.

At this point, one might ask, "If
the foregoing statement is true -
then why not place the 45.75MHz
video carrier and the 42.17MHz
color subcarrier at the 100 percent
point on the IF curve rather than at
the 50 percent point as shown in
Fig. 5? In answering that question,
let us refer back to Fig. 2. It was
previously mentioned that the pres-

42.6
MHz

41.25
MHz

44 0 MHz

4

78%T0
80% 80%

TO 90 0/0

80% TO
90 °/0

45.75
MHz

47.25
MHz

Fig. 4 --The response curve that will most like-
ly be observed when the front-end circuits of
the color -TV set are swept.

42.6MHa
v.4 -276A;53%. 3" -
7°/07 +1 0/-1 °

88%
TO
90%

1.6 MHz
156/4`5%_--

44 MHz

45MHz
OW%

45.75MHz'
50%.
4.5%

Fig. 5 -The overall frequency response of

color -TV set from the tuner mixer to the video
output stage.
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45 75 -42 17 = 3.58 -
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Fig. 6-The color carrier and sidebands in their proper frecuency perspective.

ent state of the art utilizes vestigial
sideband transmission. That is, the
entire upper sideband is transmitted,

part of the lower video
sideband. In other words, 1.25MHz
of the lower sideband and the first
1.25MHz of the upper sideband
consists of a group of frequencies
with greater energy transmitted than
the frequencies from 1.25MHz (in
the upper sideband) to 4.0MHz.
Remember, a 2.75MHz group of
frequencies in the lower sideband is
suppressed.

By placing the video carrier at
50 percent of the IF curve (Fig. 5),
those frequencies with greater energy
transmitted (above 45.75MHz)
come out lower than the 50 percent
mark on the IF curve. Those fre-
quencies with less energy trans-
mitted (below 45.75MHz) come
out higher than the 50 percent mark
on the IF response curve. The net
result is a nearly flat response to
these frequencies in the IF section
of the color -TV set.

Video Detector and
Amplifier Section

The output of the third picture
IF stage (Fig. 1) is coupled through
an IF transformer to the video de-
tector diode, SC202. The 41.25MHz
sound carrier is trapped out before

the video detector. A 4.5MHz trap
after the video detector attenuates
any sound IF still present at the in-
put of the first video amplifier,
Q206.

The composite video signal at the
collector of transistor Q206 is
coupled via the contrast control to
the second video amplifier, Q208.
Transistor Q208 amplifies the
monochrome signal and ac couples
it to the grid of the video output
tube, VI (the box shown to the
right of the brightness control-
Fig. 1).

A positive pulse (about 1300v
p -p) from the vertical output stage
is coupled to the plate of tube VI
(video output) to produce blanking
during the vertical retrace intervals.
The video output from the plate of
this tube (V1) is dc coupled to the
cathodes of the three -gun cathode
ray tube.

Sound Section
The sound section (Fig. 1) em-

ploys a sound -detector diode (SC-
100), integrated -circuit IF/discrim-
inator/sound, first audio amplifier
(Q102) and audio output ampli-
fier (0104).

The picture IF stages employ an
intercarrier (combined sound and
IF) system through the third stage.

The output of this stage is coupled
to the separate sound detector
diode, SC100, for 4.5MHz sound
IF detection. This avoids inter-
ference in the video detector and
amplifiers.

The 4.5MHz sound IF is filtered
through a low-pass filter to remove
all 40MHz IF frequencies. It is then
coupled to the input of the inte-
grated -circuit network ( IC100).
This network provides amplification
of the 4.5MHz IF frequency, FM
limiting, FM detection and one stage
of audio signal amplification. The
resulting audio signal is then coupled
to the input of transistor Q102.
This amplified audio signal is ap-
plied to the audio output transistor
(Q104) and then to the speaker
system.

Sweep Circuitry
The sweep circuitry used in this

color -TV set is the same as that
incorporated in a conventional
B/W -TV receiver. The high -voltage
section is also the same as in a
B/W -TV set except for perhaps the
regulator circuit and high -voltage
protection circuitry, which is needed
because of the 24kv required for
the CRT second anode. The pro-
tection circuitry consists of inter-
connected bias networks.

When there is high -voltage regu-
lator failure or circuit misadjust-
ment, the following conditions
generally occur:
 Horizontal -output drive is re-

duced.
 CRT conduction is decreased by

negative biasing the final video
amplifier.

 There is over -voltage protection
for the flyback, CRT and high-
voltage components.

The high -voltage regulator is re-
quired to prevent changes in CRT
brightness.

Another circuit not found in a
conventional B/W -TV set is the
20v filter (0302). Not shown in
this month's article, this is a unique
transistorized filter circuit which
reduces the ripple voltage in the
20v B+ line that feeds the sync
separator, IF amplifier, video ampli-
fier, AGC and sound circuits. All
of these circuits, by the way, utilize
transistors. 
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The Microwave Oven- ---

A New Field in Servicing
by Lew Christy

Many simple electronic gadgets and household

products are being put on the market annually. An

exception to this is the all -electronic microwave oven,

which is by no means a simple gadget. This is an

instrument which must be handled and serviced with

utmost care and above all, safety.

 In this article we will cover the
installation of a microwave oven, the
theory of its operation, check-out
procedures in case of failure and
safety precautions for the servicing
technician and the consumer. Ba-
sically, most all household -type mi-
crowave ovens are the same. The
unit presented in this article is a
Model R-5500, manufactured by
Sharp Electronics Corp.

INSTALLATION
- -

All microwave ovens are equipped
with a grounded three -prong plug.
Be sure to use a properly grounded
adapter, if necessary, but do not de-
feat the purpose of the plug. The
proper load carrying capacity of the
oven itself is at least 15a. Do not
overload the circuit by using other
appliances on this same outlet.

For proper ventilation, place the
oven at least 6 in. away from the
nearest wall. It should not be in-
stalled in areas where heat and
steam are generated-such as from
gas heaters and ranges.

Post -Installation Checkout

After the oven has been properly
installed, depress the main switch to
its ON position (the blower motor
should start). After about 8 sec, the
oven lamps will automatically light.
Place a glass of water inside the
oven, close the door and depress the
COOK switch. The water should boil
in about 3 min. This being the case,
the oven is now ready for household
use.

Precautionary Measures

Never operate a microwave oven
when it is empty. It is always advis-
able to place a glass of water inside
the oven when cooking small
amounts of food, since such a pro-
cedure will prolong the life of the
magnetron tube.

Be sure that the oven is cleaned
frequently with a mild soap (oil
stains are apt to cause a loss of pow-
er). Never slam the oven door or
place any objects on the door. Dam-
age to the sealer plate around the
door will cause leakage of micro-

MAIN SWITCH

SW:

DOOR SAFETY SWITCH

SW2

TC

4, RLI

"A RELAY
BLOWER
MOTOR

2 RELAY TERMINAL BOARD

-1
INTERLOCK

SW4 SW5

OVEN
LAMPS

RI
209 lOw

-s/VVV-

RL3

SURGE
LIMIT

M4545A
MAGNETRON

T2

R2 L3

25U 5 COOK INDICATOR I AMP

Schematic of Sharp Microwave Oven, Model R-5500.
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waves-a hazardous situation.
Always wait a few minutes before

turning OFF the main switch once
the cooking is finished, so that the
blower will have time to cool down
the magnetron. Clean the air filter
at least once a month, and never
place objects on the exterior of the
oven body.

THEORY OF OPERATION

With the aid of the schematic dia-
gram shown in this article, we can

follow the step-by-step procedure
that takes place while the microwave
oven is in operation.

Stand-by Condition
When the main ON -OFF switch

(SW1) is pressed to the ON posi-
tion, the power is applied to the fol-
lowing components and circuits:
 AC line voltage is applied to the
blower motor (M1), thus circulat-
ing the flow of air around the mag-
netron.

 Simultaneously, power is sup-
plied to the input of the heater
transformer (T2), which delivers a
secondary voltage of 3.2v to the fila-
ments of the magnetron.
 As power is also delivered to the
coil of the delay relay (RL1), the
contacts will close after an 8 sec
pause, and voltage is applied to the
oven lamps (L1, L2) through the
thermo-cutout (TC), thus lighting
the lamps. The oven is now in stand-
by condition.

Door of oven showing sealer (white outer square) and sealer frail! (dark center square) use] to keep the microwaves within the oven.
Courtesy of Sharp Electronics Corp.
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Left side of oven-note oven lamps (LI and L2) and door safety switch (SW2). Door interlock
switch (SW4) is located at top right. Courtesy of Sharp Electronics Corp.

Cooking Operation
Place food in the oven, close the

door and set the timer to the neces-
sary position. Through the door in-
terlock switches (SW4, SW5) and
timer contacts, power is applied to
the contact points of the cook relay
(RL2). When the cook switch
(SW3) is depressed, the cook relay
is self -maintained and the following
components are placed in operation:
 The line voltage is damped by
the 2011 resistor (R1) at the input
of high -voltage transformer Ti.
 The stirrer motor (M2) begins
operation.
 The surge -limiting relay (RL3)
operates, and its contact points are
closed. Resistor R1 is short circuited
and normal voltage is supplied to
transformer T1. The rectified high
voltage from the secondary windings
of Ti is supplied to the magnetron,
which begins to emit microwaves to
heat the food. The stirrer rotates
slowly and displaces the microwaves
being transmitted through the built-
in antenna of the magnetron.

The magnetron anode current
flows through a 2511 5w resistor
(R2). The resulting voltage drop
lights the cook indicator lamp (L3).

Completion of Cook Cycle
When the timer has completed its

cycle and returns to the "0" posi-
tion, the timer contacts will open
and thus release the cook relay
(RL2). The stirrer motor (M2)
stops, and the surge -limiting relay
(RL3) is released, the voltage sup-
plied to transformer Ti is cut off,
high voltage ceases and the magne-
tron stops emitting microwaves. At
the same time, the cook indicator
lamp (L3) goes off and cooking
ceases.

When the timer returns to the "0"
position, the timer motor will con-
tinue to run and the signal bell will
continue to ring, indicating that the
cook cycle is completed. This bell
will continue to ring until the timer
is manually turned past "0" to the
OFF position. Also, opening the door
will cut off the power to the timer
motor and stop the bell, until the
door is closed again.

Opening Door While Cooking
The door interlock and door safety

switches (SW2, SW4, SW5) arc au-
tomatically turned oFF as the oven
door is opened. The supply voltage
to transformer T1 is also cut OFF,

Illustration of how a child can easily push a
safety pin through oven grille while the oven
is in operation, exposing herself to serious
danger.

discontinuing the operation of the
magnetron. The cook relay (RL2)
is simultaneously released, also cut-
ting power to the stirrer motor
(M2).

To continue the cooking, close
the door and reset the cook switch
to complete the preset timing cycle.

Thermo -Cutout Period (overload
protection)

If the temperature of the magne-
tron becomes higher than the nor-
mal operating temperature while
cooking, the following actions will
proceed to take place:
 The thermo-cutout device (TC)
opens up and the oven lamps (L1,
L2) will turn OFF.
 During the same instant, the cook
relay (RL2) is released, the stirrer
motor stops and the timer ceases to
function.

COMMON CAUSES OF FAILURE
The following checklist is helpful

for electronic technicians that are
not yet experienced in servicing mi-
crowave ovens.

Oven is "dead" when main switch
is depressed:
Le Defective switch (SW1).

Oven does not operate when cook
switch is depressed, blower is oper-
ating, but oven lamps are not lit:
Le Open relay coil (RL1).
Le' Thermo -cutout is open. If it
opens below 220°F, it is defective.
If it opens at a higher temperature,
the magnetron cooling system (M1)
is not working properly.

Blower and oven lamps work nor-
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'Top view of oven-magnetron is located at lower right corner, covered by wave guide. Stirrer motor
(M2) is located near center, between wave guide and high-vottage capacitor (C3). Courtesy of Sharp
Electronics Corp.

Sight side of oven-blower molar (M1) is shown at lower right band comer, to its 'eft is The high -
voltage transformer (T1). The heater transformer (T2) rests on tep of the other transformer. Cour-
tesy of Sharp Electronics Corp.

malty, but oven does not work when
cook switch is depressed (stirrer
does not work either) :
Le Defective switches SW3, SW4 or
SW5.

Blower, oven lamps and stirrer
function normally, but oven does not
work when cook switch is depressed:
Le Open relay coil (RL2).

Both stirrer and timer function
normally, the cook relay works, but
the oven will not heat (cook indica-
tor lamp not lit) :
Cr Defective door switch (SW2).
[Z. Defective contact points on relay
(RL2).
Ce Open relay coil (RL3).
y Open transformer (T1) second-
ary winding.
lyr Defective diode bank (SR1-8,
SR9-16, SR17-24, SR25-32).
51. Poor contact at high -voltage ca-
pacitor (C3).
y Open transformer (T2) second-
ary winding or magnetron filament.
y Anode resistor (R2) and lamp
(L3) open.

Cook indicator lamp (L3) lights,
but oven does not heat:

Shorted magnetron.
yr Transformer (T2) secondary

to ground (in this case, the
anode current is considerably higher
than normal).

Cook indicator lamp very dim,
heating is very weak:

C One of the diodes (SR1 through
SR32) is defective (in this case the
anode current is less than normal).
Yr Defective magnetron.

When main switch is depressed,
the oven works normally, but when
the cook switch is depressed, it
blows the line fuse or opens the cir-
cuit breaker at the electrical junction
box:
C13 Input to capacitor (C3) ground-
ed.
E Shorted transformer (T1) sec-
ondary windings.

While cooking, oven lamps sud-
denly go off and cooking stops:

' Defective blower motor (M1).
When the magnetron is over heated
because of this motor's failure, the
thermo-cutout will open.

Cooks food unevenly:
Defective stirrer motor (M2). It

may be stopping or slowing down
intermittently, causing erratic dis-
placement of the microwaves emit-
ted.



Cooking does not stop when door
is opened (DANGER!!) :
W. Door interlock switches (SW4,
SW5) and door safety switch
(SW2) are defective.
lir Both cook relay (RL2) and
surge -limit relay (RL3) contacts are
fused together at the same time, and
the door safety switch is defective.

Conditions such as those just no-
ted are highly improbable, as all
three switches have to be defective
at the same time, or both relays and
the safety switch must be defective
in order to produce this extremely
dangerous condition. But, such hap-
penings are not impossible!!

USE CAUTION
Never cook frozen foods in a mi-

crowave oven. Why? In cooking a
frozen turkey (for example), the
center will become cooked first and
build up internal pressures, possibly
causing it to explode!

Never place a metal container in
the oven as it will cause an arcing
condition that can eventually dam-
age the magnetron.

Some microwave ovens are
equipped with a glass door and oth-
ers are built with a perforated metal
panel in the door. The small per-
forated holes are of a specific size
so that the microwaves cannot pene-
trate through these openings. How-
ever, should a child stick a straight
pin or other metal object through
the small holes, this pin or object
will act as a receiving antenna! The
microwaves will then travel through
this object to the outside of the oven
door and may harm anyone within
its range!!

This is one of the reasons why an
oven of this type should be inacces-
sible to children. A child can place a
pin through the door without the
mother's knowledge, until she turns
on the oven. Or, should a child curi-
ously stick a pin through these holes
while the oven is in operation, this
child could receive very serious or
even fatal burns. As a preventive
measure, especially with children in
the family, this oven door should al-
ways be safety checked before the
oven is put into operation.

If you should sell microwave
ovens, this precaution should be
mentioned to the purchaser, since
most consumer instruction books

supplied with such products do not
even mention this hazard!

THE MAGNETRON
The M4545A/B-type magnetron

used in many household microwave
ovens is fundamentally a diode with
cylindrical electrodes placed in a
uniform magnetic field with the
lines of magnetic force parallel to
the axis of the elements. It consists
of a cathode and resonant anode
cavity. Consequently, a magnetron
tube of this type does not require
tuned tank circuits, as would be
found in a high -power UHF trans-

M4545A Magnetron Tube (note cooling fins).

Courtesy of Sharp Electronics Corp.

1.110.111

.001 UVI TY

Exploded View of Magnetron
Split -anode magnetrons are constructed with a
cavity resonator built into the tube structure.
The assembly is a solid block of copper, which
assists in heat dissipation. At extremely high
frequencies, its operation is improved by sub-
dividing the anode structure into 4 to 16 or
more segments-the resonant cavities for
each anode being coupled to the common
cathode region by slots of critical dimensions.

mitter. Operating at 2450MHz
50MHz, this frequency is deter-
mined primarily by the tube dimen-
sions and by the electric and mag-
netic field intensities.

The intensity of the magnetic field
is electronically adjusted so that, un-
der static conditions, electrons leav-
ing the cathode move in curved
paths, which just fail to reach the
anode. All electrons are therefore
(in theory) deflected back to the
cathode, and there is no anode cur-
rent.

To best define the magnetron, it
is, in reality, a vacuum tube recti-
fier in which the flow of ions from
the heated cathode to the anode is
controlled by a magnetic field that is
externally applied. The ions run per-
pendicular to the electric field by
which they are propelled, producing
very short radio waves as they graze
the resonant cavity.

It is not possible to check the
magnetron tube for emission or de-
fects unless your shop is equipped
with special testing instruments.
However, this is not feasible for
many shops due to the high cost of
these instruments. The most reliable
method of determining whether you
have a defective magnetron is by
checking for proper bias and fila-
ment voltages. If these voltages
range within the manufacturer's
specifications and the oven tends to
cook too slpwly or not cook at all,
then the magnetron is defective.
These are the two "dead giveaways"
in determining whether a magnetron
should be replaced or not.

If replacement should be neces-
sary, four hex nuts must be removed
from the mounting plate that is lo-

cated at the top
inside of the mag-
netron oven. The
tube is then gently
lifted from the top
of the oven (after
the body enclo-
sure has been re-
moved). The tube
is fitted in a verti-
cal position, near
top center of oven
with anode facing
downward. The
overall length of
the magnetron is
about 6 in. 

Magnetron Characteristics

Type M4545A
Operating frequency 2450MHz (±50MHz)
Magnetic field Permanent magnet
Cooling method Forced air cooling
Maximum Ratings
Heater voltage 3.2v ac
Anode voltage 4.5kv
Anode Current 340ma
Warm-up Time 5 to 8 sec
Heater current .15a
Power output 725w
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TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

B & K Model 179 Solid -State FET-VOM
by Phillip Dahlen

A handy instrument for both the shop and the field

 For many electronic technicians
there is time available for servicing
consumer electronic products (where
there is money to be made), but
little time to keep their own test in-
struments in good operating condi-
tion. Probably one of the worst of-
fenses falls in the area of test instru-
ment battery replacement.

One small FET-VOM, which is
light and compact enough for easy
use in the field, helps overcome the
possible embarrassment of a "dead"
meter by offering the option of pow-
ering it either from internal batteries
or the nearest wall outlet.

The instrument's long list of man-
ufacturer specifications include those
given at the right:

B &
Model 119
Solid -State
FET-VOM. For
more details
circle 900 on
Reader Service
Card.

Power Switch

ON/OFF/BATTERY TEST

Function Switch
Positive DC Volts, Negative DC Volts, AC Volts, DC Current.
AC Current and Resistance.

Range Switch
DC Voltage:

0 to 0.3/1.0/3.0/10/30/100/300/1000v
With a 10M input resistance, ± 3% full-scale accuracy,
and lkv dc maximum overvoltage at the 0.3v scale.

DC Current:
0 to 301.13/300µa/1.0ma/3.0ma/lOma/30ma/100ma/300ma
With a 300mv terminal voltage drop, and -±-3% full-scale accuracy.

AC Voltage:
0 to 0.3/1.0/3.0/10/30/100/300/1000v rms
0 to 0.84/2.8/8.4/28/84/280/840/2800v p -p
-25.5dBm to +62dBm (OdBm = lmw across 600fI)
With a 10M input resistance; an input capacitance of approximately
50pf at the 0.3v range, approximately 35pf at other ranges
and approximately 80pf in the test cord; ±4% full-scale
accuracy at 60Hz; and a response of ±0.5dB from 25Hz to 1MHz
at the 0.3v ac range, ± ldB from 20Hz to 3MHz on the other ranges;
and 600v ac (rms for sine waves) maximum overvoltage on the
0.3v ac scale.

AC Current:
0 to 30p.a/300µa/1.0ma/3.0ma/1Oma/30ma/100ma/300ma (rms)
With a 300mv ac terminal voltage drop, and 4% full-scale
accuracy at 60Hz.

Resistance:
R x 1/ x 100/ x 1K/ x 10K / x 100K / x 1M
With 10f1 center value on the R x 1 scale and ±3% of scale
length accuracy.

Meter Sensitivity
8011,t de

Operating Temperature Range
+ 32° to + 104°F

Dimensions
5 in. W by 73/4 in. H by 43/8 in. D (excluding handle)

Weight

3 lb, 8 oz

Accessories
Shielded test lead
Instruction manual
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GUEST AUTHOR

How a Manufacturer
Can Help or Hinder the
Distribution/Service
Dealer
by William Carlson

Nothing happens, we used to say, until a sale is made. Perhaps the most
vital part of our business economy is the hunt for sales. We are
structured to search and sell almost like an army. Each manufacturer
-at home base-supplies the product, the advertising, the promotions,
the competitive pricing, the descriptive material and the services
to a variety of fire bases called distributors-which maintain reason-
able control over their areas. The distributor has established his base
with his service, the quality of his product lines, the honesty of his pric-
ing, and the selection of his products. And beyond the fire base, there
are squads of electronic service dealers ... the real hunters . .. whose

personal technical expertise actually makes the final sale.
Like an army ... and often just as loused up.

 We at Cornell-Dubilier Elec-
tronics can be honestly critical of the
shortcomings of manufacturers. We
have been one for a long time (some
60 years). In general, the manufac-
turer has failed to simplify his prod-
uct line for the "after market," com-
municates to his distributor spas-
modically and inconsistently, is
light -handed with delivery prom-
ises, unconcerned with the financial
burden he may place on his distrib-
utors by loading them with slow
movers, and, in general, makes the
big mistake of considering the sale
to his distributor his final act . . .

the end of the sale.
I cannot think of any manufac-

turer who is guilty of the above on
all counts. Maybe some of you can.
But we are all, from time to time, in
part responsible for these offenses.
It is an imperfect world.

If nothing happens until a sale is
made, nothing happens until we
start talking. Communications is vi -

William Carlson just recently became director
of the Marketing Communications Dept.,
which is responsible for all advertising, sales
promotion, publicity, cataloging, public
relations and internal communications for all
divisions of Federal Pacific Electric. These are:
Cornell-Dubilier Electronics Div., Low Voltage
Distribution Systems Div., Power Equipment
Systems Div., Environmental Conditioning
Systems Div. and Circuit Protective Systems
Div. For the past seven years Mr. Carlson
was manager of Advertising and Sales
Promotion for Cornell-Dubilier Electronics.
Prior to that, he was for three years
advertising manager for General Instrument,
and for 10 years with the Semi -conductor
Div. of Raytheon.

tal to the chain reaction that keeps
us all in bread. There is a difference
between communications and direc-
tion. All the written policies in the
world will not correct the misunder-
standings in the world. Communica-
tions is a dialog. The helpful com-
pany communicates. When simpli-
fying a product line, you do not do
the job by studying plant profit and
loss. You do it by finding out what
is actually in demand and what se-
lection will make the service dealer's
job easier and the distributor's in-
ventory investment less. This is done
by asking . . . by sharing the prob-
lem . . . and talking.

When producing literature, it is
important to make it material that
will be useful to the distributor, for
his customers, and for the dealer's
customers. When introducing a new
product, or redesigning one, the
manufacturer must ask . . . is the
size right? Will the color help you
sell it? What can be done to help
you sell it?

Pricing, New Products, Promo-
tions, Advertising, Sales Training,
Publicity, Technical Bulletins, Pro-
motional Literature, Cross -Refer-
ence Material - - all these standard
facilities, which are the responsibil-
ity of a manufacturer to supply-
will not, alone, do the job. An ex-
ample:

The logical replacement of an
electronic device is based on the ac-
tual characteristics of the replaced
part, with its natural tolerances, and
not on an arbitrary part number
stamped on the component, and
referred to as "exact." Thousands
of part numbers exist for hundreds
of applications. To be a profit -
oriented replacement service, the
distributor/dealer finds a way to
avoid impossible stocking require-
ments and unnecessary delivery re-
lays-carefully selecting the func-
tionally appropriate replacement.
Manufacturers, in general, have
been remiss in ignoring this reality,
and have found it convenient to of-
fer a large variety of part numbers
that are off -shoots from the many
engineering drawings of consumer
product manufacturers. It is logical
for the mass producer to specify pre-
cisely when ordering hundreds of
thousands of a specific device . . .

continued on page 75
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SM152 .. Only

Complete Sweep and

Marker Generator
Here is why:

 Sweeps all VHF channels
 Sweeps all UHF channels
 Sweeps Chroma Bandpass

through IF amplifiers or direct.
 Sweeps FM, IF and complete band

of RF
 Covers 20 MHz older sets . . . also

includes new imports.
 Eight crystal controlled markers for

accurate IF and chroma markiig
with the push of a button.

 VHF channel markers on both video
and sound carriers on four VHF
channels.

 Base line zero reference as shown
on all manufacturers alignment in-
structions.

IN STOCK AT YOUR
LOCAL PARTS DISTRIBUTOR
ONLY $450.00

S AYUSER no E0S Sc 14C n

TO THE SM1 5 2
Yes, yes, yes ... they all
say yes after using the
marvelous SM152 sweep
and marker generator.

See how the typical user
says yes on his warranty
card after he has had a
chance to use the SM152.

Arthur F. Powers
Arts TV Service
Covington, Ky.

Roger Hatcher
Electrical Engineer
Columbus, Georgia

Walker Electronics
Radio TV Repair
Windsor, Colorado

Robert Gibson
TV and Radio Repair
Lubbock, Texas

David Zeinert
TV Repair
Wittenber, Wisc.

Can't be beat

Well built
equipment

Our shop is now
almost all Sen-
core equipment

Because
Sencore is the
best always

All my equipment
is Sencore

E 0/34. YOU, too, will say YES if you will just try the SM152

3200 SENCORE DRIVE, SIOUx FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57107

... for more details circle '30 on Reader Service Card
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COLORFAX
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LOWES-PRIDED
MAMMAL

. ,i..
1

 ADVANCED SOLID
STATE DESIGN

 BATTERY -
POWERED

- _
aroo

New Model

19,95
., .

239 .., .

KIT 0.112-$59.95 Wired

\.............
Use the new 239 on your bench
or in the field. Checks semiconductor and
vacuum tube circuits. 11 Megohm DC input impedance.
Reads AC rms and DC voltages in seven 10db steps from
1 to 1000 volts on large 41/2" meter. Measures and reads
peak -to -peak AC to 2800 volts. Check resistance from
0.212 to 1000 MQ on seven ranges. Includes exclusive
tIme-saving Uniprobe.

2 NEW DE-WXE -711ffs
Includes all purpose DC/AC ohms Uniprobe.

IIPIII
.

.

EICO 240 Solid -State FET-TV M. $59.95 kit, $79.95 wired.
AC or battery operated. 7 ranges each + and - DC volts,
peak -to -peak AC volts, ohms. 10 turn zero adjust pot.
4-1 /2" 200 tA meter. response to 2 MHz (to 250 MHz with
optional r -f probe).

EICO 242 Solid -State FET-TVOM. $69.95 kit, $94.50 wired.
As 240 plus 7 ranges each AC/DC milliameter, 1 ma to 1A:
very low voltage ohmmeter.
pots. Large 6-1/2",

10 turn ohms and zero adjust
200 µA meter.

Write for '71 catalog of 200 EICO Top Buys in test
equipment, stereo, color organs, science project kits,
environmental lighting. /

EICO
EICO, 283 Malta St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207. (212) 949-1100.

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

MAGNAVOX

Remote Receiver Model 704058-Station Skipping

Adjustment of the horizontal hold, remote sensitivity and
high voltage are all important to proper operation of the
remote receiver and in some cases misadjustment can result
in channel skipping. In such cases the following checks are
suggested:

 Check the horizontal hold to insure that the horizon-
tal sync locks -in on all stations. Note: If the horizontal
oscillator is running off frequency due to a change in val-
ue of resistor R533, this can cause channel skipping.
Check resistor R533 (174K, 5%, 1/2w) and if necessary
replace it with a Magnavox part No. 230190-1745.
 Check the setting of the search sensitivity control and
if the control is set too low this can cause skipping.
 Check the high voltage and adjust the High -Voltage
control as necessary to provide 24.5kv as outlined in the
service manual.
During the normal operation of a TV set having a

704058 remote control receiver, the collector of transistor
QI, the coincidence gate transistor located on the AFT
board of the TV chassis, and the base circuit of transistor
Q20, the sync gate driver transistor located on the remote
receiver chassis, receive their operating voltages from a
±60v pulse supplied from the horizontal output transfor-
mer. When the tuner is off -channel, transistor Q1 will be cut
off because sync pulses are not present to bias it into con-
duction. During this time the voltage at the base of transis-
tor Q20 is sufficient to cause it to saturate. When a station
is tuned in, the sync pulses provide the saturation bias for
transistor QI. When transistor Q I saturates, the forward
bias voltage to transistor Q20 is reduced to below cut-off.

If the high voltage adjustment is set to increase the high
voltage appreciably above its normal value, the loading on
the horizontal output circuit will be reduced and the ampli-
tude of the pulse voltages in the horizontal output circuit
will increase. This increase in pulse voltage can be sufficient
to keep the forward bias of transistor Q20 from being re-
duced to cut-off value, resulting in the remote receiver
search circuit not recognizing that a station has been lo-
cated.

If you encounter a problem of "station skipping" and all
other conditions, including the adjustment of the AGC,
Horizontal Hold and Remote Sensitivity controls seem nor-
mal, check the value of the high voltage and readjust as
necessary.

Chassis T936-High Voltage Adjustment

The high voltage adjustment on this chassis is located
directly behind the vertical height control and is adjustable
by inserting a screwdriver through the hollow shaft of the
height control. Although these two adjustments are con-
centric, the controls are not physically connected and there
is a narrow space between them. In compliance with cur-
rent safety standards that the high voltage adjustment be
made inaccessible to the customer, a fishpaper barrier has
been installed in the space between the two controls in cur-
rent production. Therefore, to adjust high voltage in instru-
ments using this chassis, the back must be removed, and

continued on page 61
. . . for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card
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Larry Steckler
Editor
Radio -Electronics

Wayne C. Leckey (Top)
Home and Shop Editor
Popular Mechanics

Jim Hall
Designer of the

Chaparral 2J, world's
most advanced racing car

Match wits with the experts
and win a $1000 shopping spree.

Three top pros challenge you to come up with an imaginative use for
General Electric Silicone Seal or Silicone Lubricant. Something they
may not have thought of.

Using the seal, electronics expert Larry Steckler repaired a speaker
cone, and sealed an antenna lead-in feedthrough and outdoor antenna
terminals. With the lube, he sprayed telescoping auto and TV antennas,
a record changer mechanism and slide, and an antenna rotator.

With the sealant, home -and -shop expert Wayne C. Leckey dabbed
rubber "feet" onto a trinket chest, sealed a rain gutter and caulked a
bathtub. With the lube, he sprayed a fishing reel, some stuck drawers
and all of his tools.

On his Chaparral 2J, Jim Hall used Silicone Seal to make formed -in -
place gaskets, to seal all electrical connections, and as an adhesive to
hold components to the body. Then he spray-lubed the throttle linkage,
suspension ball joints, wheel lugs and battery terminals.
Now here's what you can do: send in another use for either prod-
uct, different from those mentioned above, and enter our sweepstakes.
(To win, all you must do is fill in your name and address and the name
and address of the store where you saw GE Silicone Seal and GE
Silicone Lubricant on display.)
Grand Prize: $1000 worth of anything from your favorite store
carrying GE Silicone Seal and GE Silicone Lubricant. Next 100 prizes:
$25 worth each. Next 1000 prizes: one-year subscriptions (or re-
newals) to the magazines from which you clip your official entry blank.
GE Silicone Seal: The most reliable adhesive/sealant/insulator/
moisture-proofer/instant rubber. Guaranteed for 10 years. Ignores
temperatures from - 60°F. to 500"F. Won't harden, soften, crack or
shrink. Ever. Dab it on, overnight it becomes a strong, flexible, per-
manent rubber. In white, black, clear and metallic. In 3 -oz. tubes and
1 2 -oz. cartridges.
GE Silicone Lubricant: The slipperiest stuff in a can. Longest wearing,
strongest moisture resister, best corrosion fighter. Age, water and tem-
perature ( - 70°F to 400°F) can't hurt it. First tube of its kind that can
be painted over. Really works on just about everything, even aluminum.
(Not recommended for TV tuners.) In 6 -oz. aerosol cans.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

OFFICIAL RULES-NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
(1) On Official Entry Blank or plain piece of 3"o5" paper, print
your name, address, zip code and the name and address of your
favorite store carrying GE Silicone Seal and GE Silicone Lubricant.
Include suggestions for new or different uses for either product, and
name of magazine in which you saw this ad.
(2) Enter often, but mail entries separately to: MATCH WITS,
P.O. Box 250, Murray Hill Station, New York, N.Y. 10016. Entries
must be postmarked by July 5, 1971 and received by July 12, 1971.
(3) Winners selected in random drawings by an independent

judging organization. Decisions final. All prizes awarded. Only
one to a family.
(4) BONUS PRIZE: If you win the Grand Prize and your entry in-
cludes a new or different use, you receive a Bonus Prize of $100.
(5) Any resident of the U.S. is eligible except employees and
their fami ies of General Electric Company Silicone Products Dept.
and its agencies. Void where prohibited. Subject to all federal, state
and local laws and regulations.

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK

MATCH WITS
P.O. Box 250, Murray Hill Station
New York, N Y. 10016
Here's what I did with (check one)  GE Silicone Seal
or GE Silicone lubricant:

(attach extra sheet of paper for additional uses)
Name
Address

City _ State Zip

Name and ocdress of my favorite store carrying GE
Silicone Seal and GE Silicone Lubricant

Silicone

SEal

SILICONE

LUBRICANT

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card



Nowyou can get the littlewoman
something she really needs.

You don't have to spend a cent to get soothing
gifts from GTE Sylvania.

Just keep on buying Sylvania receiving tubes.
And before you know it you'll pile up enough Cer-
tificates to get anything your heart desires.

Take your pick from hundreds of good things:
TV and stereo sets, sport coats and jockey shorts,
cameras and projectors, golf clubs and fishing
gear, rifles and sporting goods, tools and watches.

There's also a lot of stuff like dresses, hand-

bags, hair dryers, teakettles, necklaces and ear-
rings.

Things the little woman can really use.
Even if you can't.
Get your copy of the "Profits for Independents"

book from your participating GTE Sylvania Distrib-
utor. It describes the awards. Remember-GTE
Sylvania supplies you: we don't compete with you.

Cra SYLVANIA



COLORFAX

continued from page 58

the fishpaper tilted to one side before a screwdriver can be
inserted into the high voltage control. You are reminded
that this adjustment should be made only while monitoring
the anode voltage at the CRT.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis C-1-Focus Tracking Network-Arc and Raste Bloom

In the C-1 chassis receivers, arcing in the Focus -Track-
ing Network Spark Gap on capacitor 7C278 can be caused
by problems in any of the following: video amplifier, CRT,
HV rectifier, focus and focus tracking (see this month's
TEKFAX Schematic No. 1353).

Since the focus -tracking network is in series with the
high -voltage rectifier and the focus rectifier, any unusually
large current through these circuits will cause a large volt-
age drop across the focus -tracking resistors and cause the
spark gap to arc continuously. This lowers the CRT second
anode voltage so that the raster blooms.

Use the following steps, in the sequence given, to deter-
mine which circuit is causing the arcing. If the arcing does
not stop by applying the first step, replace the CRT socket,
etc., so that the set is in operating condition before pro-
ceeding to the next step. Follow the same procedure with
succeeding steps.
 Disconnect the CRT socket. If the arcing stops, the

trouble is caused by wrong CRT bias voltages. This can
be confirmed by checking the CRT cathode -to -control -
grid voltages. The grids are normally -100 to -150v
with respect to the cathodes. If this voltage should
change to -50v or less, heavy current will flow through
the focus -tracking resistors 7R283 and 7R284. Since
the video amplifier is dc coupled from the video detector
to the CRT, incorrect CRT bias voltages could be
caused by any of the following: plate -to -cathode short in
tube V5a; V5a cathode -to -chassis short; shorted capaci-
tor 40179; shorted transistor Q304; shorted transistor
Q301; open resistor 3R169.

 Remove the HV rectifier tube, V13, and position the
plate cap so that there is no danger of an arc from the
cap to chassis ground. If the spark gap arcing stops with
the rectifier tube out, check the rectifier tube, its fila-
ment winding on 7T252 and the CRT.

 Disconnect 7Y256 Focus Rectifier cathode from the fo-
cus circuit. If this stops the arcing, check the focus recti-
fier and the focus circuit components 7C279, 7T263,
7R281 and 7R286.

 Check Focus Tracking resistors 7R283 and 7R284. This
can be most easily done by measuring the resistance be-
tween the focus rectifier anode and the plate cap of the
horizontal output tube, V10. The resistance should be
860K.

 Replace the spark gap capacitor.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.

DEALER INVENTORY PACKAGE

OF COLOR TV CONTROLS
ALMOST ALL REQUIREMENTS OF
2-4 WATT WIREWOUND CONTROLS

ASK YOUR DISTRIBUTOR FOR
THIS TIME SAVING PACKAGE

MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN itC&
0110X 3C211 SARASOTA FLORIDA 335;11 PRODUCTS INC

RCA
SEARS

ZENITH

ADMIRAL

MOTOROLA
including

CONVERGENCE
AUDIO - COLOR
A. G. C. DELAY
BRIGHTNESS
SENSITIVITY
HORIZ. FREQ.
HORIZ. CENT.
 ERT. LINE.
 ERT. CENT.

F R E E!
CROSS

REFERENCE
... for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card

TRUE TRIGGERED SWEEP

OSCILLOSCOPE/VECTORSCOPE

MODEL
TO -50

 DC to 10 mhz
frequency response

 .02 volt sensitivity

 Calibrated vertical
attenuator

 Calibrated time base

 Supplied with combi-
nation direct/locap
probe

 5 X magnifier

 Automatic triggering
mode

 5" flat face tube
edge -lit graticule

One Year Warranty $ fi 3950
All American Made j NET

See your distributor or write Dept. ET -5.

LECTROTECH, INC.
4529 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60625

... for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL
Amplifier Chassis 212/412-Circuit Description

No stabilizing diodes or thermistors are said to be re-
quired to protect the complimentary symmetry output tran-
sistors incorporated in this phonograph amplifier. It is said
to be protected by the characteristic
constant -current circuit design of the
FET bias -resistor R4, the bias adjust-
ment for the FET source, is correctly
set for a 5ma idling current through
the FET and resistor R5. The same
current, plus a few microamps of base
current, flows through resistor R6 and
the 3211 speaker back to B+. Resistors
R5 and R6 and the speaker also form
the forward biasing divider network
for output transistors Q2 and Q3.

The 5ma current from the FET
through the biasing network is much
greater than the base current of the
output transistors and even if the out-
put transistors heat up with a result-
ing decrease in their base current,
there would not be any appreciable
change in the output transistor base

1,;,0 MIL I " I

I

PECOLO COT: A551 MI
S

T, .2 sok cs
eii7. . - I

,401.
IISICvit'2 2s2

It. I I VA PP.

27 4-0
ILL Pro°

SI 101011

I "IA" -

Whypay an
answering service

when you can
own your own?

Dictaphone has a machine to make sure you never lose
another cent through a missed phone call or a garbled
message. In fact, we have a whole line of them.

They're called Ansafone . You can buy one outrightor
possibly lease it for about what you're paying your
answering service now. And it works foryou 24 hrs. a
day, 7 days a week.

For a free brochure describing how much an Ansafone
can help you, mail this coupon now.
11-

I
I
I

()Dictaphone
Box A24, 120 Old Post Road, Rye, New York 10580

Please send me full details of the Ansafone line.

I Name

I Company Phone
I Address
I City Slate Zip Code

Ansafone and Dictaphone are registered trademarks of Dictaphone Corp.

. for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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bias voltage. The stable base bias voltage prevents thermal
problems from occurring. Because of the negative tempera-
ture characteristic of the N channel FET, any chassis tem-
perature increase will automatically reduce the forward
bias of the output transistors, stabilizing the amplifier by
reducing the base and collector currents.

Another advantage of the new circuit design is that the
drain current of the FET is essentially constant for all prac-
tical variations of line and power -supply voltages. There-
fore, little dc filtering is required for the B+ supply. With
the correct bias setting, noise and hum components in the
power source are not readily noticeable in the speaker out-
put.

A
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GION
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I PINCH
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BRE AKDOWN

REGION

CONSTANT
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DRAIN- SOURCE VOLTAGE

TYPICALDEPLETION FET
OUTPUT CURVE

1

UN

0 GATE SOURCE NEG VOLTAGE -4.
TYPICAL DEPLETION DRAIN
CURRENT -GATE VOLTAGE CURVE

Besides regulating the applied current, the FET matches
the circuit's impedance with the high impedance of the
phonograph's low -capacity cartridge.

Comments from our readers are always welcome.
Address your letters to:

Phillip Dahlen, Editor
Electronic Technician/Dealer
1 East First Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55802
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Why do you always use RCA SK Replacement
Devices?

Will I need a large inventory?

What's another reason?

Are you saying RCA is the only source for relia-
ble solid-state replacements?

Seriously, is the SK Replacement Guide that great?

Because SK's are specifically designed and engi-
neered for replacement use in home -entertain-
ment equipment. RCA doesn't make SK types
unless they're needed in the field and serve the
professional.

Not at all. Only 67 types cover a broad range of
replacements in TV, hi-fi, and other entertain-
ment equipment. It's the shortest line of prod-
uct with the broadest range of replacement ap-
plications. That's just one of the reasons I like it.

Quality - it's assured! SK's are tested with the
finest dynamic testing equipment, operated by
the same personnel who test other RCA power,
signal, and IC devices. They're even tested again
at the factory warehouse before shipment.

No. But SK's are top quality, and the SK Re-
placement Guide is a truly reliable source for
cross-reference information. RCA only cross ref-
erences types where there is engineering assur-
ance that the SK will do the job as well as, or
better than, the original.

Better! It includes technical information on the
line, plus a "Quick Selection Chart" which is
unique in the industry. Now I can choose the
proper SK replacement for almost every type
made.

I'm sold! How can I go wrong with RCA SK's? You can't. No one can!

RC11
RCA I Electronic Components I Harrison, N.J. 07029
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The inside story
of Tuner Sprays

Pure Freon
Propellant

Pure Freon
Solvents

ilicone lubricail
and Polishers

Ours
(TUN-O-BRITE) Theirs

70%
Active
Ingredients

45%
Active

Ingredients

4 -

Fluorocarbon
diluted with

highly flammable
Isobutane

Propellant

   

Solvents

olored Petrole
Grease and Polisher

Ever wonder, with all the brands and conflicting claims, is there
a difference?

All tuner sprays contain active ingredients. To clean. Lubricate.
Polish. Quantity and kind of ingredients are what make the difference.

What's so different about TUN-O-BRITE? Chemtronics uses only
special blends of Freon'. The very best cleaning solvent, and at the
same time, one of the most efficient propellants for aerosols. Non-
flammable too. A little goes a long way. And TUN-O-BRITE contains
more of it.

No wonder servicemen find they double the number of tuners
they clean with TUN-O-BRITE.

What about the lubricant? Chemtronics uses only non -evaporat-
ing silicones. Stable. Also non-flammable. Last longer.

For polishing ingredients, Chemtronics formulated a micro-
scopic, hollow -core particle. Like a bubble it disintegrates after the
initial wiping action of the tuner. Polishes without wearing away
precious metal plating.

Prove it to yourself. Spray TUN-O-BRITE on a paper and rub it.
Feel the initial grittiness? Now rub again. Abrasiveness disappears.
This safe polishing action is unique with TUN-O-BRITE.

There's no mystery to a good tuner spray. How do you tell if
quality ingredients or low-grade substitutes are being used?

Read the label. Does it say "non-flammable"? It should. Are
there directions for a clogged nozzle? If a lubricant will dry and cake
in the nozzle, think what it will do on your contacts. Try the "abrasion
test."

Or, to be sure buy TUN-O-BRITE.

CHEMTRONICS INC.
1260 Ralph Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 11236

'Trade name of E. I. Dupont See us at NEW SHOW-Booth A-129

NEW S H OW . . .

continued from page 32

Kay -Townes Antenna Co. 720

A complete line of MATV equip-
ment will be exhibited, including dis-
tribution amplifiers, antenna -mounted
booster, high -gain tandem amplifier
boosters, wall tap -offs, drop taps, split-
ters, couplers, FM traps and other re-
lated equipment.

Leader Instruments 721

Exhibiting at booth No. D-114 and
D-116, this manufacturer will display
its new Model LSW-330 Sweep/
Marker Generator for circuit align-
ment of chroma, sound and video IF's.
It is said to also feature a 10.7MHz
sweep for use with FM receiver IF
circuits, plus two TV RF channels (4
and 10). In addition to this new gen-
erator, the company will be displaying
its new line of scopes.

Lectrotech, Inc. 722

They will be displaying a new sweep
marker generator, Model SMG-39.
This instrument is designed to provide
intensity markers (using the scope Z
axis to modify the brightness of the
characteristic curve at spots corre-
sponding to the marker frequency)-
horizontal or vertical pulse -type mark-
ers also being available from the in-
strument when wanted.

Mallory Distributor Products Co. 723
In booth No. C-101 and C-103 will

be this company's line of new prod-
ucts such as the cassette recorders, re-
cording tapes, professional and stan-
dard cassette tapes, intrusion alarms
and accessories, and aluminum elec-
trolytic capacitors-type TCG.

Midland Communications Co. 724
An automatic high/ low police -

band scanner and a new model CB 23
channel unit containing a two -channel
scanner represent a few examples of
the company's full line of consumer
goods that will be displayed in booths
B -I 19 through B-125 and C-118
through C-124 at the show.

Oxford Speaker Co. 725

Having confirmed space in one of
the conference suites, they plan on
having on display a representative
group of speakers, paging horns, au-
tomotive kits and related accessories.

continued on page 66
... for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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Only the best-selling van
gives you all these better ideas

NEW FORD
-CLEAR DECK"

DESO3N

Easy, out -front servicing.
Simply raise the convenient
outside hood and your
routine service points are

right at hand: radiator, oil level, battery.
windshield

washer reservoir,
voltage regula-

tor. wiper motor,
brake master

cylinder. Better
ideas make

servicing
fast, easy.

II

Sales leader for
10 straight years.

Shorter outside, easier to park.
Overall length of Econoline Vans is significantly shorter

than other makes. This means easier parking and better
maneuverabil.ty in city
delivery operations Wider at top for built-ins.
-time saved Body sides are more vertical, wider apart at top than otheron every trip. So built-in units fit better aid leave more aisle. Modular units,

designed to fit and work together ailow you to custom
design almost any interior you
need. Job packages, such as

insulated florist's van, are
also available.

Engine clear forward.
The engine is moved forward in Ford's
clear -deck van-all the way out of the
cargo area. Clear floor space behind
driver's seat measures over 81/2 ft. in
Econoline Van ... over 10
ft. in the Supervan.

Strong, smooth -riding
Twin -I -Beam. The inde-
pendent front suspension

that has revolutionized
truck riding qualities.

Two forged steel I-beam
axles give it strength ...

big coil springs give
it a smoother ride.

Biggest payload
of all. Husky

construction and
high capacity axles allow

you to carry a heavier
load than any other van.

Maximum payload of 4320
lbs. is largest in industry.

Model

E-300
E-200
E-100

Max. Payload
4320 lbs.
1800 I bs.
1120 lbs.

Max.GVW

8300 lbs.
5400 lbs.
4500 lbs.

Driver's "walk-thru" to rear.
Econoline's forward engine position

clears the deck for the driver, too. He can
easily step from his seat into the rear load area and exit

through side or rear doors.
See your Ford Dealer and see all

the better ideas in
America's best-selling van-

Ford Econoline.

A better idea for safety: Buckle up.

vans.

FORD
ECONOLINE

VANS
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NEW SHOW...

PACE Inc.

continued from page 64

rations as well as those found in the
latest designs of micro -electronic
equipment.

726 RCA Electronic Components 727

In announcing the Sodr-X-Traction
System, the manufacturer indicated
that it is a portable, self-contained,
bench -top unit designed to remove all
previously known solder joint configu-

In booth No. F-115, F-117 and F-
119, this manufacturer will be display-
ing color picture tubes, entertainment
receiving tubes, test equipment and
semi -conductors.

DEPENDABLE ANTENNAS AND

ACCESSORIES FOR PROFITABLE

INSTALLATIONS...

/ V - 14 20 25 36 50 70 63

#CB -22 -:: C [ .; ' - , :I. TSF-777

RMS COLOR -BOOSTER UHF VHF

SINGLE DOWN -LEAD

ANTENNAS...

#CB -22: 22 elements, #CB -28:
28 elements, #CB -34: 34 ele-
ments. Adds mileage to UHF/VHF
TV reception. Features Reynolds
Aluminum Colorweld weather-
proof Gold finish.

RMS MODEL CR-880 SOLID-

STATE UHF CONVERTER...

Powerful amplifier and Local/
Distant Switch provides 30 db
gain! Brings in clearest Color
and Black and White UHF recep-
tion even in areas where other
Converters fail to!

RMS HAS THE MOST

COMPLETE LINE OF UHF/

VHF/FM SPLITTERS AND

MATCHING TRANSFORMERS
For all multi -set home instal-
lations, master antennas, and
closed circuit TV systems. All
configurations for every require-
ment.

is.

* , , ,
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«C 4UV

--....

i 1 1 I
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RMS

Th, '`..

;,-.HS 201.1 =HS 10U
2 -Way 4 -Way

RMS UHF/ VHF FM UHF VHF 2 -WAY AND

HIGH GAIN 4 -SET COUPLER 4 -WAY HYBRID SPLITTERS

Couple 4 TV and/or FM Sets to
a single antenna with low sig-
nal loss-minimum interference
between sets. Or couple 2 an-
tennas, (VHF, UHF or FM), to a
single down -lead.

For multi -set home and master
antenna installations. Unbeat-
able specifications. Also top
performing UHF/VHF Tap -Offs.

Couplers, Splitters, Matching Transformers, Hybrid Splitters, Tap -Offs,
and Color -Tube Brighteners are indiVidually blister sealed on attractive
Peg -Hang Cards. Write for latest Catalog-

RIO ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462  Tel. (212) 892-6700

DEPENDABLE ALL -PLASTIC

COLOR -TUBE BRIGHTENERS

Reusable. Simple installation.
Plugs in between color tube and
color tube socket. #CTB-70 for
70° button base tubes. #CTB-90
for 90° button base picture
tubes.

See Us at the NEW Show -Booth 13106-108 Americana Hotel, Bal Harbour, Fla.
Consumer Electronics Show-Booth 113-McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill.
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RCA Parts and Accessories 728

The Permacolor outdoor TV anten-
nas, indoor TV antennas, rotators, an-
tenna systems accessories and exact re-
placement parts will be displayed in
booth No. F-109, F-111 and F-113.
Also included will be TV service aids
and car tape stereos.

RMS Electronics, Inc. 729

Several models of stereo head-
phones will be on display at booth No.
B-106 and B-108. Also displayed
will be a complete section of TV an-
tenna equipment and accessories in
peg -hang blister packs.

Rohn Manufacturing Co. 730

Not introducing any specific new
product, they will display many items
from their line of TV towers, acces-
sories and hardware at booth No.
B-107, B-109, C-106 and C-108.

Sencore, Inc. 731

This manufacturer will be display-
ing the latest in test equipment in
booth No. A-110 and A-112. The
CG159 Color Generator and the
FE160 Field Effect Meter will be
among the seven new products intro-
duced.

Simpson Electric Co. 732

This company will be exhibiting at
Booth B -I10. Among products to be
featured will be a new Digital Mul-
timeter Model 460; the new Series 6
of the 260 line; and a new 31/2 -in.
Edgewise Model 3623.

Sonar Radio Corp. 733

Occupying booth No. L-108 the
VHF -FM marine transceiver, Model
2308, will be shown. Also included in
the display are the VHF -FM marine
radio telephone, Model FM -1803, the
Model 3601 FM transceiver, Model
PS2923 ac power supply and the Mod-
el 2101 business radio.

South River Metal Products Co. 734
Occupying two exhibit booths, No.

C-110 and C-112, they plan on intro-
ducing: New designs in TV/FM an-
tenna mountings and accessories ap-
propriate for areas using telescoping
masts and tower installations; new de-
signs in eave mounts and roof mounts;
and a complete line of antenna mount-
ing kits, which contain all mountings
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and accessories necessary for a TV/
FM antenna installation-except for
the antenna.

735
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

Not introducing any specific new
product at the show this year, they
will concentrate on their broad prod-
uct lines of TV picture tubes, receiv-
ing tubes and ECG replacement semi-
conductors. These will be displayed in
booths B-101 and B-103.

Tech Spray 736

This company will be displaying its
product line-chemical tools for the
technician-in booth No. G-104.

Telematic 737

At booth No. G-105 and G-106 in
addition to their complete line of ser-
vice aids and replacement parts, the
Econo Jig, Model EJ-190, will be
demonstrated using a current produc-
tion color chassis. Also featured will
be the CR-400 and CR-450 isolation
brighteners and the complete line of
color test jig adaptors for color -TV
sets.

Triplett Corp. 738
Located in booths A-111 and

A-113, the instrument to be intro-
duced will include a 31/2 -digit VOM
for portable or panel mounted use-
Model 8035. Also introduced will be
the Model 6028 digital VOM and a
Model 990 Industrial Maintenance
Analyzer.

Utah Electronics 739

The first public showing of their all -
new display pack program covers re-
placement type automotive, public-
address and hi-fi speakers. The second
major presentation will be a whole new
series of bookshelf speaker systems,
including models in all the popular
sizes and price ranges-called the
"Musique Series." These, plus other
speaker systems, will be displayed in
booth No. C-121 and C-123.

Vaco Products Co. 740

Featured at booth No. C-100 and
C-102 will be the new Torque Corn-
mander line of miniature, mobile tool
sets, with or without the Torque Com-
mander handle. Also included will be
other kits from this line as well as
dealer displays.

continued on page 70

INTERNATIONAL

Frequency
meter

 Tests Predetermined Frequencies
25 to 1000 MHz

 Extended Range Covers 950 MHz
Band

 Pin Diode Attenuator for Full
Range Coverage as Signal
Generator

 Pleasures FM Deviation

WRITE FOR CATALOG!

The FM-2400CH provides an accurate frequency standard for resting
and adjustment of mobile transmitters and receivers at predetermined
frequencies.
The FM-2400CH with its extended range covers 25 to 1000 MHz. The
frequencies can be those of the radio frequency channels of operation
and/or the intermediate frequencies of the receiver between 5 MHz
and 40 MHz.
Frequency Stability: .0005% from +50' to +104'F.
Frequency stability with built-in thermometer and temperature cor-
rected charts: -± .00025% from +25° to +125' (.000125% special
450 MHz crystals available).
Se f -contained in small portable case. Complete solid state circuitry.
Rechargeable batteries.

FM-2400CH
(meter only) $595.00

RF crystals (with temper-
ature correction) 24.00 ea.

RF crystals (less temper-
ature correction) 18.00 ea.

IF crystals catalog price

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE  OKLA. CITY. OKLA. 73102
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TALL BUILDER... SMALL BUILDER

me

E.

Please send free illustrated catalog and layout
information forms.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

FINCO MATV
fits your building...
tall building...
small building
No matter what you build or where, it pays to build -in

Finco MATV. Finco is performance -proved in thousands

of installations to deliver the best reception possible

... color, UHF, VHF, and FM/Stereo. Maintenance -free

and easily expandable, too.

FOR INFORMATION, SITE SURVEYS, OR QUOTATIONS

See us at Booth D-100, D-102, Americana Hotel,

during The NEW SHOW.

rr
FINCO

4N0 FM ANTE$'

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W. Interstate Street, Dept. 110-5 Bedford, Ohio 44146

. . . for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Carc
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If you need
more accuracy
and resolution

than a
2 V2 -digit

V -O -M, but
don't want to
pay the price

of 31/2 -digits ...

Buy Triplett's
new 6028

Its exclusive 21/4 digit readout

lets you read to the nearest "0"

or "5" one decimal place be-

yond the capability of 21/2 digit

instruments. And at accuracies

of ± 0.35% of reading ± 1/2

digit on DC voltage (± 0.50%

of reading ± 1/2 digit, DC cur-

rent), AC voltage ± 0.50% (cur-

rent 1.0%) of reading ± 1/2

digit, and resistance to ± 0.5%

of reading ± 1/2 digit. It also

offers (among its 27 ranges) a 10

TRIPLE 1 I

IOC()

10C

10

MODf I 60.'1i

100mA
CURRENT

DIGITAL
V -0-N1

1. 2 1/4 DIGITS- Provides high accuracy with resolution to 500
Microvolts.
2. 10 OHMS TO 10 MEGOHMS -7 Ohms ranges with zero adjust
to null lead resistance.
3. LOW CIRCUIT LOADING -Greater measurement accuracy with
10 megohm input resistance for all AC and DC voltage ranges.

Ohm range and a front -panel

zero adjust to zero out the test -

lead resistance. Add to those

advantages 100% overrange

capability, positive out -of -range

and reverse polarity indication,

and the familiar single range -

switch feature of Triplett's

famous analog V -O -M'S . .. so

that no retraining is necessary to

switch to digital accuracy and

readability ...and you have just

a few of the many reasons for

Model

6028
$ 275

buying Triplett's new Model
6028 Digital V -O -M.

Designed for R&D, production,

quality control, maintenance

and classroom use, the Model

6028 is priced at $275. See it at

your local Triplett distributor or,

for more information or for a
free demonstration of all of its

great features, call him or your

Triplett representative. Triplett

Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio
45817.

liTTRIPLETT
BLUFFTON, OHIO 45817

The World's most complex of V -0 -M's
choose the one that's just r.ght for you
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COLOR TV
CONTROLS

FOR
AUDIO

FOCUS
COLOR

SENSITIVITY
BRIGHTNESS
HORIZ. FREQ.

A.G.C. DELAY
CONVERGENCE
V E R T. CENTER
HORI Z. CENTER

VERT. LINEARITY

105 EXACT REPLACEMENTS

77T

RCAZENITH
SILVERTONE
ADMIRAL Etc.

ASK FOR FREE CROSS
REFERENCE No. X67

MANUFACTURED FOR THE OEM
MARKET. NOW AVAILABLE FOR
REPLACEMENT PARTS

WORKMAN
PRODUCTS INCP 0 BOX 3S28 58501A 51011,0 33578

... for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card

for Fast
High Voltage
Repairs

Replace
only cap
or spring

Get Telematic's
Anode Repair Kit

Model KV-370
contains -

anode cups, springs
grid cups, anode wire

30 KV spaghetti

FOR SAFE SURE HIGH VOLTAGE
REPAIRS SPECIFY TELEMATIC'S 30 KV

REPLACEMENT PARTS.

NEW SHOW...
continued from page 67

Vikoa, Inc. 741

Occupying booth No. M-100, they
will feature a complete line of MATV
amplifiers for the UHF and VHF
bands. A complete line of wire and
cable products will be displayed along
with distributor products and associ-
ated hardware.

Weller Electric Corp. 742

Exhibiting in booth No. A-102, one
of the featured items will be the new
vacuum desoldering/resoldering tool,
Model DS40. Also introduced at the
show will be a new automatic glue
gun kit.

Wen Products, Inc. 743

At booth No. A-100 this company
will show their Pro -Power line, report-
edly featuring insulated, unitized con-
struction.

744
Workman Electronic Products, Inc.

This company will display their line
of color TV replacement parts, elec-
tronic chemicals, circuit breakers and
their new line of color TV controls at
booth No. D-107 and E-106. Also in-
cluded will be imported consumer
items for Hi-Fi and stereos.

Xcelite Inc. 745

This manufacturer will be exhibit-
ing in booth No. D-112. They say that,
"Xcelite will introduce some tools that
will have all the uniqueness, accept-
ance, and built-in quality that has been
the trademark of Xcelite through the
years."

Zenith Radio Corp. 746

They plan on exhibiting their line
of replacement parts and accessories
-including their Chromacolor pic-
ture tubes, receiving tubes, blank cas-
sette tapes, antennas, wire, rotors, bat-
teries and exact replacement parts.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
a complete address label
from one of your recent
issues.

ELECTRONICS' LATEST
TROUBLE-SHOOTER

A compact-complete-
circuit analyzer

The SERVISET

Model EC
PATENTED

Intro -Price

FREE
Postpaid INFORMATION

A precision engineered professional quality
electronic test instrument. Ideal for field or
bench servicing of all types of Communica-
tions gear.
CHECKS: sync, sweep, video, audio circuits.
high voltage supplies (DC, RF or Pulse), low
voltage supplies, coils, capacitors, resistors,
tubes, transistors, diodes, transformers,
speakers, etc. Will locate trouble to a partic-
ular stage, determine defective component
and can actually be clamped in circuit to re-
store circuit operation temporarily in 80%
of component or tube defects. Ideal for locat-
ing and confirming intermittents.

SPECIFICATIONS:

RF & AF Signal Tracer, RF & AF Signal Injec-
tor, AC & DC Voltage Indicator 0/60/550/
20,000 DC Polarity Indicator 60/550/20,000
volts, Lo ohms 0-5. Hi ohms 0-500k-20 meg-
ohms. Tests Condensers, .00025-12 mfd., Tests
Resistors 2 ohms -20 megohms, 2 Capacitance
Sub ranges .01-.1 & 4-40 mfd., 3 Resistance
Sub ranges 50-500 ohms, 5k -25k, 100k-1 meg.

30 DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

LEE ELECTRONIC LABS., CO.
88 Evans Street
Watertown, Massachusetts 02172

WAIHXZ

$2995
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NO MORE
DRIFTING
TUNERS!

BLUE

LUBE

BLUE LUBE stays wher
you put it. Will not dry
out and harden. Will not
gook up in tuners. BLUE
LUBE helps you elimi-
nate unnecessary call-
backs and make more
money with faster, easi-
er servicing. BLUE LUBE
helps eliminate jitter,
streaks. intermittents,
snow, rolling and run-
ning. BLUE LUBE is the only dripless foam spray
with OXIDENT - an anti -oxidation chemical that
stays where you put it - right on tuner contacts.
It cleans, degreases, lubricates and protects deli-
cate tuner contacts with a permanent lubricant.
No drip. No drift. Non-flammable.

For best results, clean tuner first with Injectorall
4;t3-24 Spray Cleaner Degreaser; then use Intectorall
..-'699-8 BLUE LURE

INJECT0eas,
INJECTORALL ELECTRONICS CORP.

Great Neck, New York 11024

In Canada: CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC LTD.. Ontario

ttf5434 r.!ANP

704. ,5,624/0

CmINn. OXIDENT
Prevent. Oy:gallon

SW ru.wa.i
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TEKLAB
continued from page 42

When bright scenes arc present on
the TV screen, the high -voltage cur-
rent demands increase and the am-
plitude of the flyback pulse is re-
duced because of additional flyback -
transformer loading. This reduced
flyback -pulse amplitude causes ca-
pacitor C221 to charge to a lower
voltage, making the horizontal -out-
put -tube grid voltage less negative.
When this happens, more current
flows through the horizontal output
tube and tends to bring the high -
voltage pulse back to its original
amplitude.

Conclusion

After examining the chassis, we
concluded that it has a great amount
of serviceability within the scope of
a marketable piece of merchandise.
We also found it to produce a good,
stable color picture.

The convergence procedure was
simplified by employing the "in -line"
gun system (Fig. 9), as in the past.
However, it required familiarizing
ourselves with a system which is

Fig. 9-The picture tube "in -fine" gun system is e'nplcyed to simplify convergence.

quite different from the conventional
ones currently on the market.

Before servicing this chassis, it is
important to remember that it is a

line connected receiver, and safety
precautions should be used by em-
ploying a power -line isolation trans-
former. 

- - -

RAYTHEON

your silent partner
You and our tubes make a great team. Great because

it's a close sales partnership. So close that you,
the independent serviceman, are our only outlet.

We don't compete with service trucks. Or
captive business. That's helped you make us the
largest independent tube supplier in the business.

Together we've come a long way.
You've found it's good business to do business with us.

And because your business is good, ours is.
Let's keep it growing together.
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WEST COAST-
Precision Tuner Service
4611 Auburn Blvd.
Sacramento, Calif. 95841
Ph. 916-482.6220

PTS
(PRECISION TUNER SERVICE)

Has finally succeeded

in dividing the countrysi
ftft 1111 110 "

Alrile NVifb..1141

MOUNTAIN-
PTS Electronics
P.O. Box 4245
Denver, Colo. 80204
Ph. 303-244-2818

SOUTH-
Precision Tuner Service
P.O. Box 7332
Longview, Tex. 75601
Ph. 214-753-4334

411111P*11
14111S1 016

SPECIAL
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
... to try Precision Tuner Service.
We are the fastest growing, oldest and
now the largest tuner service company in the nation.

Here is what you get:
1. Fastest Service -8 hours-in and out the same day.
Overnight transit time to one of our six plants.
2. Fine Quality! Your customers are satisfied and
you are not bothered with returning tuners for rework!
3. Lower Cost! Up to $5.50 less than other tune -
service companies.
4. Friendly, helpful service! We help you do mere
business-that way, we will do more, too. We want
your business and we try to deserve it!

EAST-
Precision Tuner Service
P.O. Box 3189
Springfield, Mass. 01103
Ph. 413-734-2737

HOME OFFICE-
Precision Tuner Service
P.O. Box 272
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
Ph. 812-824-9331

SOUTHEAST-
Precision Tuner Service
4451 N. W. 37th Ave.
Miami, Fla. 33142
Ph. 305-633-0002

NO11140 MMMMM

.gip

PRECISION TUNER SERVICEI

ANNOUNCEMENT
NEW, NEW, NEW! To be of
better service to you, we now
make all tuner parts and
antenna coils available to
you. PTS also has the largest
stock of original replacement
tuners.
A catalog of our complete line
of tuner replacement parts
is available to you upon

AN% request.
For more information on this
or our fine tuner service
call or write to:

P.O. BOX 272  BLOOMINGTON, IND. 47401
TEL. 812, 824-9331
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BOOK REVIEWS

TV TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS MADE
EASY by Art Margolis. Published by
Tab Books, 256 pages, hardbound
$7.95, paperbound $4.95.

This book should prove quite help-
ful for the beginning electronic tech-
nician who has had some background
in electronics but who has not yet
done much servicing. The first chap-
ter of this book contains photographs
(in black and white) of virtually every
defective color -TV set picture that will
be encountered. Along with these pic-
tures, the text tells the reader what
portion of the book will explain the
symptom shown.

Additional chapters in the book
cover such topics as a block diagram
analysis of a typical TV receiver, "eye-
ball" tests, dc voltage testing of tube
circuits and solid-state circuits, anten-
na systems, tuner repair, localizing IF
amplifier problems, servicing the video
detector and contrast control, trouble-
shooting AGC and noise gate controls,
sync problems before the separator,
sync output amplifiers, troubleshoot-
ing the ratio detector, sound bar prob-
lems, color IF troubleshooting, color
killer circuit defects, X and Z demod-
ulators, aligning the color sync, verti-
cal sweep systems, troubleshooting
convergence circuits, problems in vari-
ous portions of the high -voltage sys-
tem, defective zener diodes in power
supplies, the principles of color -TV
picture tube operation, and color pic-
ture alignment.

The author does not deal with
specific TV set circuits. This informa-
tion would be of little help when deal-
ing with another TV set. Instead, the
author describes in detail the princi-
ples related to the function of the
various tube and transistor circuits
normally encountered in a color TV
set and how a malfunction of these
circuits will produce certain undesir-
able results.

MONOCHROME RCA TV SER-
VICE MANUAL by Carl H. Babcoke.
Published by Tab Books, 176 pages
plus a 36 -page foldout section, hard-
bound $7.95, paperbound $4.95.

The publisher of this book has print-
ed, or is about to print, a series of
manuals covering nearly every brand
of TV set that a technician might en-
counter when servicing. Several of

continued on page 75

New Benchmarks
in solid-state test gear
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New Heathkit solid-state 5`, 5 MHz scope...$119.95
($179.95 assembled) 

An excellent general purpose bench scope... combining the virtues of top perform-
ance, maximum convenience and low cost. Al, solid-state design is your assurance
of long-term reliability under sometimes rough shop conditions. Wide 5 MHz band-
width, 30 mV/cm sensitivity and 80 nanosecond rise time add up to truly unusual
value at this low price. Switch -selected AC or DC coupling adds extra convenience
and versatility. Frequency -compensated 3 -position attenuator accommodates varying
input levels. A separate switch position grounds the input to provide a zero refer-
ence line. One megohm FET input minimizes circuit loading. The recurrent, auto-
matic sync type sweep generator provides continuous sweep from 10 Hz to 500 kHz.
Front panel external horizontal and sync inputs. One volt P -P output included. The
5" flat -face 5DEP1 CRT gives a brilliant, highly visible trace, even in high light levels.
6x10 cm ruled graticule makes amplitude easy to determine. All supplies are zener-
regulated to give the 10-102 excellent display stability. 120/240 VAC wiring options.
Put the new Heathkit 10-102 to work for you now. Kit 10-102, 29 lbs. Assembled IOW-
102, 29 lbs.

Heathkit solid-state 15 MHz frequency counter $199.95*
The service instrument you need most but couldn't afford until now. The new
Heathkit I B-101 delivers accurate, instant frecuency measurement from 1 Hz to over
15 MHz. Computer -type integrated circuitry eliminates blinking readout and provides
a rock -stable divider chain that never needs adjustment. Overrange indicator and
Hz/kHz switch delivers error -free measurement down to the last Hz ... you can do
an 8 -digit measurement ir seconds. The exclusive MOSFET input provides proper
triggering over an extremely wide range of input levels without adjustment. Input Z
is 1 megohm/20 pF to minimize loading. Goes from kit to counter in about 5 hours,
and only an AM radio is required for alignment. Rugged aluminum case with combi-
nation handle/tilt stand. BNC cable included. Kit IB-101, 7 lbs.

FREE '71
CATALOG

Describes these and
over 300 other Heath -
kits. Save up to 50%
by building them your
self. Use coupon and
send for your FREE
copy!

r
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-5
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
!Ij Enclosed is $

Please send model(s)
0 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
Name
Address
City State lip

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. 7E-243

L -a

a Schlumberger company

, plus shipping.
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NOW!

Johnson

Messenger 124-M

With DRC*

* DUAL RECEIVE CAPABILITY
Hottest CB idea since 23 -channel
operation! DRC lets operator work
one channel while automatically mon-
itoring another. 2 monitor channels
are switch selectable. Indicator light
flashes when call is received on moni-
tored channel. Mode switch selects
indicator light only or automatic
switching to monitor channel audio.
Separate squelch circuits, too.

You're going to hear

1,1

more from...

JOHNSON
..)8 Waseca. Minnesota 56093
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MATV."
continued from page 45

ing a TV -channel output. The mod-
ulator can be added to the head end
in the same way as a background
music converter (Fig. 5).

Sometimes it is desirable to orig-
inate CCTV programs away from
the head end. Schools, for example,
often want the capability of originat-
ing in any classroom. This is not
difficult if the system uses back -
matched taps. The best way to han-
dle this is to use a sub -channel mod-
ulator in the classroom and then
convert this signal up to an unused
TV channel at the head end.

Choosing Cable
Coaxial cable, a very important

but often neglected system compo-
nent, is used to link the entire
MATV system together. Two basic
cable types are used for MATV
work-RG-59 types (about IA in.
diameter) and RG-11 types (about
1/2 in. diameter). RG-11 provides
lower signal loss but is more expen-
sive and harder to handle. There-

fore, RG-59 type is preferred for all
but the largest MATV systems or
where coaxial cable must be run
outdoors.

Some coaxial cables use a solid
dielectric, while others use foam.
Since foam dielectrics cause less sig-
nal loss, they are generally preferred.

Coaxial cable jackets should be
made of non -contaminating poly-
vinyl.

Cable installation is difficult and
time consuming. Therefore, before
you start pulling cable, you should
check it thoroughly. The four most
important aspects of cable perform-
ance are:
 Signal loss-typically 14dB per
100 ft.
 Return loss-which indicate the
quality of the cable in terms of dis-
continuities or mismatches.
 Frequency response-some ca-
bles attenuate UHF signals severely.
 Shielding-poorly shielded cable
can pick up unwanted signals.

You can check shielding visually,
simply by cutting away the cable
jacket. The denser and more uni-
form the copper, the better the cable
is shielded. It will pay you to pur-

'NEW
.3 years of
constant research and
...testing have put us way
ahead ! NO NOISE has been an innovative

from the
originators NOISE"

You've tried others, now try the best!

force in the development and production of cleaners
and lubricants for 25 years. Our technical peo-
ple. who made us No.1. were turned loose
to create a new line that would out -per-
form anything on the market. Three
years of experimentation and
testing developed these 2 new
products. Approved by
leading service

S organizations

SUPER
- LUBE

A miracle concentrated for-
mulation for heavy duty jobs. Its

clinging action foams away corrosion.
dirt and oxidation-and polishes all tuners con-

tinuously without drift or detuning. SUPER-LUBE's
built-in lubricating quality makes channel selecting smooth

and easy. For color and black & white.Ir MN NM MEI =I =I
Introductory Buy 4 CANS OF SUPER-LUBE AND

GET 2 EXTRA CANS FREEOffer ! JOBBERS! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

SUPER SPRAY BATH dissolves and flushes
away grease, dirt. oil and oxidation. Simply spray
tuners, its penetrative action cleans and
restores tuners inside
and out.

C
ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP.
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All NO NOISE products
are non-toxic - non-flam-

mable - no carbon tet -
sale for all plastics.

Often imitated but never duplicated
813 Communipaw Avenue
Jersey City, N. J. 07304

"NOISE"

twills
.41e".1.1,011

%DAN uta stAa

8 oz.
$2.35

MR

MIIIM

24 oz
$3.25

NEW ENDECO

Desolderi ng
Kits

All you need to handle
almost any desoldering
and resoldering job!

MODEL

300K

KIT

SHOWN

Kit 300K includes the famous Endeco
pencil desoldering iron Model 300, six
different size tips (.038 to .090) for any
job, tip cleaning tool, and metal stand
for iron ... all in a handy lifetime steel
storage box. $19.90 net. Model 300K-3
with a 3 -wire cord $20.90. Also a similar
kit for military users. Kit 100K with large
Endeco iron (Model 100A) is $27A0, and
3 -wire Kit 100AD-3 $28.40.

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

5127 E. 65th St., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46220
. for more details circle 111 on Reader Service Card



chase good quality cable and to test
every reel yourself before you install
it. Nothing is more profit wasting
than making service calls on systems
with cable troubles.

The MATV business may sound
somewhat complex, but designing
and installing systems actually takes
a lot less know-how than repairing
TV sets. What's more, MATV is a
lot more profitable. 

GUEST AUTHOR ...
continued from page 56

the cost savings are very real. But it
is not logical for a replacement part
-purchased by the component, by
the dozen or even hundreds -to be
so narrowly specified! The cost loss
is so very real.

There is no way to "Ivory -Tow-
er" the solution to a problem such
as this. It can only be resolved by
efficient communications between
the manufacturer, distributor and
service dealer . . . all links of the
chain that turns the wheel. 

BOOK REVIEWS...
continued from page 73

these manuals have been reviewed in
past issues of ELECTRONIC TECHNI-
CIAN/DEALER and more will be re-
viewed as space permits.

This manual is said to cover 33
RCA B/W TV set models from 1964
to the present -Chassis KCS136 to
KCS178. When checking through the
contents page we found direct refer-
ence made to the following models:
KCS136, 136M, 142, 143, 144, 144B,
149, 151A, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156,
157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163,
164, 165, 168, 169, 171, 173, 174,
175, 176, 177 and 178.

Beginning with a section on tuner
repair, the manual continues with such
subjects as IF repair, video amplifier
servicing, AGC and sync trouble-
shooting, sound circuit repairs, verti-
cal sweep servicing, horizontal sweep
repairs, power supply troubleshooting
and service notes for nearly every TV
set model previously mentioned.

The book is said to be based on fac-
tory -issued data and includes field -
change modifications to help solve
special problems or update existing
early -run chassis. We feel that it
should prove helpful to electronic
technicians that service these receivers.

NOW...ONE PERMA-POWER BRITENER SOLVES
BOTH KINDS OF COLOR TV PICTURE PROBLEMS...

COO
NEW BRIT HAS BOTH...

ISOLATION AND BOOST!
4 0

This efficient new
Britener corrects for
cathode -to -filament
shorts causing loss of
black and white video
drive . . . isolates the
short, restores the black
and white information
necessary for color pic-
ture quality.

Model C-503
for round tubes
Model C-513
for rectangular tubes
Dealer Net $7.75

When needed later,
sliding the boost switch
raises electron emission,
restores full contrast and
sharpness to fading
picture.

Manufactured by

17e;,m4,-Trut-lt.
Division

CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION

845 Larch Avenue, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126, Phone: (312) 279-3600
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TV TECH

AID
Takes you right to the

source of the trouble...
without guesswork and

wasted time!

You receive each month OVER 40
ACTUAL CAUSES AND CURES OF
COLOR AND B -W TV TROUBLE
SYMPTOMS . . .

reported by leading TV manufactur-
ers, technicians and field reps . .

each presented in a concise, brief
format, including a clearly marked
schematic diagram of the associated
circuitry . . . no wading through un-
necessary details!

You also receive timely and complete
information about CIRCUIT MODI-
FICATIONS AND OTHER VALUABLE
SERVICE DATA relating to both new
and existing TV models.

Start or expand your own file of
causes and cures with TV TECH AID
. . . arranged so you can file them
by make and model, by trouble
symptom or use your own system.

SUBSCRIBE or
RENEW NOW!

only ;7.95 per year (12 issues)
(that's less than 67$ per month!)

NEW!
Over 400 Causes and Cures of Re-
curring Troubles in major -brand
Black -and -White TV.
All in one large, easy -to -use issue.
All for only $5.95 . . . Less than
11/2$ per tip . . . each of which can
save you hours of valuable trouble-
shooting time!

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

L

1
TV TECH AID
P.O. BOX 603
KINGS PARK, N.Y. 11754

ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY

ORDER FOR $

PLEASE SEND:
(=I 1971-12 ISSUES -$7.95
El 1970 -BOOK FORM -55.95
111 1969-12 ISSUES -$4.95
D 1971 B -W BOOK -$5.95

TO:
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

4 It ...... r d
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From Antennas
to Wall Outlets
KAY-TOWNES
Makes Everything!
One supplier, one distributor can
give you a complete line of high
quality systems and components
for better TV pictures and
brighter sales pictures!

You can sell
a complete line of
 All -Channel TV and FM

Antennas
 Area Special Antennas for

your location
 Hi -Carbon Golden Masts...

telescoping or straight lengths
 Distribution Amplifiers and

Systems
 Antenna Mounted Amplifiers

and Couplers
 All related equipment including:

Splitters, Couplers, Mixers,
Wall -Taps and Drop -Taps.

Every Kay -Townes product is
field tested, performance
proved... and designed and
manufactured in the U.S.A.

SEE OUR COMPLETE
DISPLAY IN BOOTHS
A-120 & 122
AT THE NATIONAL
ELECTRONICS WEEK
SHOW. JUNE 3-5

KAY-TOWNES
P.O. Box 593
Rome, Georgia 30161
Phone: (404) 235-0141

READERS
SERVICE
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TEST INSTRUMENT
900 B & K's Model 179 Solid -State

FET-VOM 55

Technicians, Earn Your Associate

DEGREE
mostly by correspondence

Accredited by the Accdt. Comm. of Niitionid Home
Study Council. G. 1. Bill Approved. Free catalog.
Writ' Dept. T

Grantham School of Engineering
150.5 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif. 90027
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TEST EQUIPMENT
at

Discount Prices

FR
Equipment by Other

Manufacturers also Available

Write for free Catalog

FORDHAM
Radio Supply Co., Inc.

265 E 149 St., Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Tele: 212 585-0330

Distributors of
Electronic Supplies
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Put your parts in order.
Al. is genius to arrive at simplic-

ity. This new display stand is deceiving. It's
1110:7?. than a display stand. It's set lip to operate
like a store within your store fcr instant
serv.cing.

Here, ...ithin this unit, is a complete stock
of a.1 the wide range twist prongs you'll need
plus micas :-:iniature electrolytics, zeramics
wide range t_Diulars and dipped paper Mylar.*
The selection was based on an erDereive study
of al capacit:--s used in the replacement market.
Now, with theRe-Place, you're in the capacitor

tepla:ement business. The Re -Place only takes
2' x 5' in space and you have all your parts in
order.

Interested? Write for 0117 new catalog on
The R a-P:aceTM capacitor line:7qt Replacers"
-the nos.: :7omplete line of replacement capac-
itors .r the smallest possible paAcage.

See us at the NEW Show Booths 107-109 .Du Pont Trademark



Now, yourchoice-
1 or2 year warranty on all
RCA color picture tubes

A big business builder for you with the industry's
most complete line.

1. RCA offers an extended warranty, for a second year,
on all Hi-Lite and Colorama color replacement tubes.

2. The second year is optional.You can still offerthe customer RCA's
one year warranty. Or for a modest extra charge there's a whole ad-
ditional year of protection. It's your choice!

3. This extra protection will help you sell many customers on replac-
ing the tube instead of the set.

4. It will keep them coming back to you for service on their TV sets
and other equipment.

5. You can sell with extra confidence. There's added protection on
the quality name picture tube line designed to enhance your pro-
fessional reputation.

That's why the RCA extended warranty is your most powerful new
sales tool for 1971! Get full details from your local RCA Distributor.
RCA Electronic Components Harrison, N.J. 07029

RCA




